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ABSTRACT
The Influence of Climate and Socio-Ecological Factors on Invasive Mosquito Vectors in the
Northeastern US: Assessing Risk of Local Arboviral Transmission
Eliza Anastazia Hazel Little
Background: Mosquito-borne diseases are a growing concern for temperate regions including the
northeastern US. There the two primary mosquito vectors, Cx. pipiens and Ae. albopictus are
widespread, endemic circulation of West Nile virus causes sporadic outbreaks, and imported ar-
boviruses such as dengue, chikungunya, and Zika are on the rise. With temperate mosquito-borne
disease outbreaks likely to increase in frequency, it is critical to reduce mosquito populations in
the northeastern US. Community-based source reduction is heralded as the most sustainable com-
ponent of integrated mosquito management. Yet mosquitoes develop rapidly, requiring weekly
maintenance of mosquito habitat. This is onerous and community commitment flags. The devel-
opment of predictive models to inform focused vector-control efforts is therefore of great utility.
Objectives and Methods: The overarching objective of this research is to make robust predictive
modeling frameworks based on empirically derived relationships of the ecology and epidemiology
of mosquito-borne disease systems in the northeastern US. We aim to quantify the relationships
between local environmental and meteorological conditions and mosquito vectors. In Chapters 2
and 4 we use lengthy surveillance records to develop models and use model ensembles to generate
predictions based on out-of-sample data. For chapter 3 we use more spatially refined data to inves-
tigate the influence of intra-urban heterogeneities and how climatic conditions influence mosquito
populations across these defined differences.
Results: In Chapter 2, we model and forecast WNV infection rates among mosquito vectors us-
ing meteorological and hydrological conditions. We show that real-time climate information can
predict WNV Culex infection rates prior to when human risk is greatest. In Chapter 3, we link in-
frastructure degradation and vegetation patterns with Ae. albopictus infestation levels as well as the
interactive effect of precipitation across these environmental conditions. In Chapter 4, we identify
key land use characteristics and meteorological conditions associated with annual Ae. albopictus
abundance. Further we use imported chikungunya cases to delineate areas of high arboviral impor-
tation and, in combination with areas of high Ae. albopictus abundance, areas at heightened risk
for arboviral transmission.
Conclusions: While temperate outbreaks are often self-limiting they may be increasing in fre-
quency and severity. Due to the multitude of invasive vectors and arboviruses, vector control tech-
niques that work for multiple mosquito species are likely more effective and sustainable. Here we
build build empirical models that accurately predict mosquito dynamics before populations peak
which is critical for vector control. We recommend integrating predictive modeling into mosquito
management guidelines as this could focus valuable resources to when and where mosquito-borne
transmission risk is greatest. Further we find social and ecological determinants of mosquito dy-
namics, supporting further study that combine socio-ecological processes into model frameworks.
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Mosquitoes belong to the deadliest animal family in the world. Their ability to transmit scores of
viruses and other pathogens to humans is the basis for their harm (Becker et al., 2003). The viruses
transmitted by mosquitoes are called arboviruses, a contraction of arthropod-borne-viruses; these
viruses replicate in arthropods (e.g. mosquitoes) and are transmitted to hosts (e.g. humans) by bite.
Of particular public health concern are the arboviruses West Nile (WNV), dengue (DENV), yellow
fever (YFV), chikungunya (CHIKV), and Zika (ZIKV), which have emerged or re-emerged in the
last 20 years. The increasing frequency and epidemic scale of these arboviruses underscore their
importance to human health and the need to address them aggressively.
WNV appeared in the United States (US) in 1999, quickly became endemic across North
and South America, and still causes epidemics as evidenced by its resurgence in 2012. DENV has
exhibited a 30-fold increase in global incidence in the past 50 years, infecting as many as 300
million people per year (World Health Organization, 2012; Bhatt et al., 2013). YFV is again on
the rise in Africa and the Americas despite an effective vaccine. CHIKV rapidly spread throughout
the Caribbean and Latin America after its introduction at the end of 2013, infecting over 1 million
people in 2014 (PAHO/WHO, 2015). And, the most recent arbovirus of epidemic consequence is
ZIKV, which took South America by storm in 2016 (Pan American Health Organization, 2016).
Arbovirus transmission can be very detrimental to animal populations as well. For example, WNV
is associated with significant reductions in many bird species in the US (LaDeau et al., 2007) and
the current YFV outbreak in Brazil is linked to staggering primate mortality with the potential for
local extirpation of certain species (ProMED Mail, 2017c)
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While most morbidity and mortality associated with these arboviruses occurs in tropical
latitudes, outbreaks in temperate regions, exemplified by WNV in the US and CHIKV in Europe,
are of increasing notoriety and concern (Rezza et al., 2007; Weaver, 2013; Leisnham and Juliano,
2012). The tiger mosquito, Aedes albopictus Skuse 1894, and the northern house mosquito, Culex
pipiens Lineaus 1758, are the two most important temperate mosquito vectors (Becker et al., 2003).
They share commonalities: human activities caused their global spread, both are invasive to North
America, and they are ecologically similar often co-occurring in urban habitats (Paupy et al., 2009;
Juliano and Lounibos, 2005; Costanzo et al., 2005).
Broadly, research presented in this dissertation explores the ecological underpinnings
of these two important mosquito vectors in the northeastern US. The overarching goal is to use
empirical model-based predictions to anticipate changes to local mosquito populations and associ-
ated risks of arboviral transmission. This introductory Chapter provides an overview of the major
emergent arboviruses and vectors, providing evidence of the significant and growing risk these
invasive pathogens and mosquitoes have on human and animal populations. We investigate the
factors that have influenced the global emergence of mosquito-borne diseases (MBDs) including
climate change and urbanization, as well as the climatic and environmental variability influenc-
ing mosquito abundance and disease risk in the northeastern US. A review of traditional, current,
and novel mosquito control strategies highlights the importance of continued vector surveillance
and control, particularly through source reduction of mosquito breeding habitats in urban environ-
ments. In practice, mosquito research, surveillance, and control efforts ebb and flow with arboviral
epidemics due to the triage of limited resources. These fluctuations underscore the need for predic-
tive models that inform public health personnel when and where to allocate funding. Chapters two,
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three, and four contain original research describing the development of empirical models aimed to
understand the factors that influence mosquito vectors in the northeastern US in order to predict
their abundance and/or risk of disease transmission. Finally, we present conclusions and recom-
mendations for future research directions.
Epidemiology
Female mosquitoes take blood meals from hosts to provide essential proteins for developing eggs.
It is this interaction between hosts and mosquitoes that arboviruses exploit for continued trans-
mission. WNV, YFV, DENV, CHIKV, and ZIKV originated in Africa and continue to persist in
sylvatic transmission cycles – transmission cycles involving wildlife hosts. YFV, DENV, CHIKV,
and ZIKV have sylvatic cycles between non-human primates and arboreal mosquito species but can
also cause epidemics transmitted in a closed loop between humans and urban mosquito species.
This is not true for WNV which is maintained in wild bird populations. In WNV transmission, hu-
mans are considered ”dead-end hosts” as they can not re-infect mosquitoes with WNV (Andreadis
et al., 2004).
A distinction between these arboviruses is that while WNV, YFV, DENV, and ZIKV are
flaviviruses in the family Flavivirus, CHIKV is an alphavirus in the family Togaviridae. For the fla-
viviruses (WNV, YFV, DENV, and ZIKV) the majority of cases (roughly 80%) are asymptomatic
and most symptomatic cases exhibit mild clinical manifestations (Wasserman et al., 2016; World
Health Organization, 2012; Duffy et al., 2009). However, for the cases that develop severe clinical
manifestations the outcomes are dire. For instance, only 1% of WNV cases develop serious ill-
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ness that include encephalitis and meningitis (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2001).
DENV infection is caused by one of four closely related serotypes (1-4) and can result in acute
febrile illness (dengue fever), severe hemorrhagic manifestations (dengue hemorrhagic fever), or
death. Secondary infections of DENV with another serotype increase the risk of severe illness;
and the co-circulation of strains has increased the incidence of severe complications. Like DENV,
a similar percent of YFV cases (15-25%) lead to symptomatic disease, but in these cases there is a
higher occurrence of death (20-50%) (Duffy et al., 2009). ZIKV is generally mild, characterized by
fever, rash, arthralgia, and conjunctivitis, but serious disease complications include Guillain-Barre
syndrome in adults and microcephaly in newborns. A causal link between symptomatic ZIKV in-
fection during pregnancy and severe birth defects has been confirmed (Rasmussen et al., 2016) in
approximately 30% of symptomatic ZIKV infected pregnant women (Brasil et al., 2016). Unlike
the flaviviruses described here, the majority of CHIKV cases (70%) are symptomatic (Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, 2011). While CHIKV is characterized by a similar set of mild
symptoms (fever, rash, and arthralgia), severe, pro-longed manifestations such as chronic arthritis
persists in up to 75% of cases (Meason and Paterson, 2014).
It was long assumed that asymptomatic cases were unable to infect mosquito vectors,
based on the linear relationship between viremia and severity of DENV. This assumption has re-
cently been debunked: not only are asymptomatic individuals able to infect mosquitoes they do
so more readily than symptomatic individuals (Duong et al., 2015). This finding has serious im-
plications. People who are not sick with disease continue their daily activities and are therefore
more likely to encounter and infect mosquitoes than people sick in bed. Furthermore, these asymp-
tomatic cases can import DENV to new areas. This finding also suggests that other flaviviruses,
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indeed other arboviruses, may be transmitted by asymptomatic individuals. This may be an im-
portant component underlying the spread and emergence of these arboviruses, because it is often
infected humans that introduce arboviruses into local mosquito populations.
Three Global Invasions of Mosquito Vectors
The evolution of urban transmission cycles began with the adaptation of mosquito vectors to ur-
ban environments. The best described domestication is that of Ae. aegypti. 5,000 years ago in
Africa, mosquito populations along the Mediterranean were isolated from the ’wild’ form as the
Sahara Desert formed, and, as the drying continued, the only reliable breeding locations for these
mosquitoes were in human settlements (Powell and Tabachnick, 2013). Ae. aegypti not only be-
gan to use these containers for breeding it also shifted its feeding to humans (Fauci and Morens,
2016). This in situ domestication primed it for export on ships, and the trans-Atlantic slave trade
of the 17th century brought Ae. aegypti to the Americas (Patterson, 1992; Morens et al., 2013).
There in growing ports, Ae. aegypti found ample container habitat and human hosts. Subsequently,
YFV and DENV were repeatedly introduced by sick, shipborne people igniting outbreaks in the
Americas throughout the 17th-19th centuries (Patterson, 1992).
The current distribution of Cx. pipiens is also linked to global transportation aboard
ships starting as early as the 16th century (Farajollahi et al., 2011b). The conditions aboard ships –
filthy bilges and a preponderance of human hosts – may have created selective pressure for modern
traits such as their association with areas of high population density and love of eutrophic waters
(Andreadis et al., 2004; Farajollahi et al., 2011b). Coming from Asia, Ae. albopictus expanded
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its range globally in the past three decades (Paupy et al., 2009). This represents, after Ae. aegypti
and Cx. pipiens, the third global invasion of a mosquito with serious human health implications.
Historically, its niche was along forest edges, developing in tree holes and other small natural
reservoirs. However, in recent decades, it has shifted to peridomestic artificial containers (Hawley,
1988). Subsequent to this domestication, its global expansion is again linked to human movement
and trade (esp. of used tires) (Paupy et al., 2009).
Dynamic Relationship Between Arbovirus and Vector
A mosquito species may be comprised of multiple genetic lineages sometimes with distinct traits.
Nowhere is this more evident than for the Cx. pipiens complex of North America – a group marked
by divergent physiological and behavioral traits without distinguishable morphology. The complex
contains both the northern house mosquito, also called Cx. pipiens, the southern house mosquito,
Cx. quinquefasciatus, as well as other species, subspecies and hybrids (Farajollahi et al., 2011b).
A notable difference lies in the ability of Cx. pipiens to transmit WNV to humans across its range.
While Cx. pipiens is the main vector responsible for WNV transmission to humans in North
America and Europe (Weaver and Reisen, 2010), this is not true in its native Africa (Farajollahi
et al., 2011b). Moreover, while WNV rapidly spread across North America after introduction, in
Europe outbreaks remained localized (Fonseca et al., 2004). In North America there is evidence of
extensive hybridization between two subspecies of Cx. pipiens, pipiens and molestus, not observed
in Europe. It is believed that this hybridization increased its risk to humans as vector of WNV
(Fonseca et al., 2004). The global spread of Ae. albopictus is also associated with distinct genetic
lineages that represent tropical and temperate populations across its native range in Asia (Coffey
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et al., 2014). These genetic types now coexist and interbreed across its non-native range; this
hybridization may contribute to its ability to colonize new areas (Battaglia et al., 2016).
During outbreaks, viruses often mutate and diversify. This leads to multiple identifiable
strains (World Health Organization, 2007) and new strains with increased infectivity in certain
mosquito vectors, as has been seen with WNV and CHIKV. Within four years of its introduction
in the US in 1999, a new strain of WNV had replaced the original (Davis et al., 2005). This new
strain of WNV was specifically adapted to Cx. pipiens, had increased infectivity in this mosquito,
and, due to the close connection of this mosquito to humans, increased transmission to humans
(Davis et al., 2005). In the last decade, two distinct strains of CHIKV, the Asian and Indian Ocean
lineages, have caused epidemics. Traced to an outbreak in Kenya in 2004, the Indian Ocean lin-
eage variant has a single amino acid change that renders it more efficiently transmissible by Ae.
albopictus (Tsetsarkin et al., 2011). This same variant along with Ae. albopictus were responsible
for the Indian Ocean outbreaks during 2007 and temperate outbreaks in Europe during 2007 and
2010 (Coffey et al., 2014). The 2013 outbreak in the western hemisphere is not linked to the Indian
Ocean lineage but instead to the Asian lineage and the vector Ae. aegypti (Coffey et al., 2014). The
diversification of WNV and CHIKV has also been mirrored by that of ZIKV (Lazear et al., 2016)
but with unknown consequences. Because the outcome of infection depends on the specific pairing
of vector and arbovirus, both of which are continuously evolving, these relationships must not be
viewed as static or oversimplified (Chouin-Carneiro et al., 2016; Powell and Tabachnick, 2013).
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Cx. pipiens
In addition to transmitting WNV in the US (Weaver and Reisen, 2010), Cx. pipiens is involved in
the transmission of other human and animal pathogens such as Usutu virus (Gaibani et al., 2013),
St. Louis encephalitis (Reisen et al., 2008c), Rift Valley fever (Turell et al., 2014), Sindbis virus
(Lundstro¨m et al., 2001), avian malaria and filarial worms (Farajollahi et al., 2011a).
Ae. albopictus
While it is unequivocal that Cx. pipiens is the main vector of WNV in the northeastern US, the
vectorial role played by Ae. albopictus in temperate areas remains unclear and warrants further
discussion.
Ae. aegypti readily transmits arboviruses based on its proclivity to humans. They live
in close proximity and exclusively bite people. In contrast, Ae. albopictus is often considered a
secondary vector of these arboviruses, because it inhabits a wider range of environments, includ-
ing suburban and rural, and bites a wider variety of hosts, including birds (Delatte et al., 2008).
These factors mitigate its transmission potential to humans. The principal argument cited for its
secondary role is that in areas where it is present and Ae. aegypti is absent outbreaks are limited
(Lambrechts et al., 2010; Rezza, 2014). However, the role of Ae. albopictus as a vector has not
been fully elucidated across much of its range, particularly in places where it has recently been
introduced, such as Europe (1979) and North America (1985) (Medlock et al., 2015; Hahn et al.,
2016; Kraemer et al., 2015). Its role may be secondary to Ae. aegypti; it may still be evolving; it
may be the primary vector in more suburban and rural areas; it may be an important vector bridging
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sylvatic and urban cycles; or it may have an important role maintaining viruses between epidemics
(Gratz, 2004; Hawley, 1988). It is also possible that Ae. albopictus behaves differently depending
on its environment, whether urban, suburban or rural (Unlu et al., 2013).
In its native range, Ae. albopictus mainly occurs in vegetated and rural habitats, espe-
cially where it co-occurs with Ae. aegypti (Hawley, 1988). However in areas where Ae. aegypti
is absent, Ae. albopictus pullulates in urban areas (Li et al., 2014). As its range increases, Ae. al-
bopictus appears to be more closely associated with humans (Rochlin et al., 2013a). Additionally,
there is growing evidence that in human-dominated landscapes, Ae. albopictus favors humans,
with 68-100% of blood meals taken from humans across nine studies recently reviewed (Lounibos
and Kramer, 2016). Finally, its importance as a nuisance-biter further underscores its predilection
for human blood when it is available (Halasa et al., 2014; Worobey et al., 2013).
In temperate areas, where Ae. aegypti populations are limited by freezing temperatures,
Ae. albopictus is the only endemic vector of DENV, YFV, CHIKV, and ZIKV. While temperate
outbreaks occur they tend to be mild due to: the seasonality of mosquito populations limiting out-
breaks at the onset of cold temperatures; sanitation services and piped water that reduce breeding
habitats; infrastructural barriers, including screens and air conditioning that limit vector-host con-
tact; and surveillance systems and other vector control resources that limit transmission if a local
outbreak should arise (Hahn et al., 2016; Moreno-Madrin˜a´n and Turell, 2017). However temperate
outbreaks do occur and may even be increasing in frequency.
Ae. albopictus has been implicated in the local spread of arboviruses in Asia, Europe,
and the US. Ae. albopictus was responsible for frequent and widespread DENV epidemics in Japan
during WWII, a DENV outbreak in Hawaii during 1943 (Gratz, 2004), and DENV transmission
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in tropical regions of Asia until its displacement by Ae. aegypti in the 1950s (Gratz, 2004). More
recently, Ae. albopictus was identified as the vector of the 2005-2007 CHIKV epidemic outbreak
on La Reunion and in some of the outbreaks in India during the same time period (World Health
Organization, 2007). In Europe, the first CHIKV outbreak occurred in Ravenna, Italy during 2007
with over 200 cases traced back to a single infected returning traveler and spread by established lo-
cal populations of Ae. albopictus (Rezza et al., 2007). Subsequently, in France, local transmission
of CHIKV by Ae. albopictus occurred in 2010 (La Ruche et al., 2010) and again in 2014 (Delisle
et al., 2015). Ae. albopictus was also responsible for outbreaks of DENV in Asia: during 2001 and
2010 in China (Almeida et al., 2005; Peng et al., 2012) and 2014 in Japan (Tsuda et al., 2016). In
the US, Ae. albopictus mosquitoes caused a DENV outbreak in Hawaii during 2001 and a single
locally acquired case in New York was attributed to Ae. albopictus in 2013 (CDC ArboNet, 2013).
The recent invasion of Ae. albopictus in Gabon in 2007 was linked to the emergence of DENV,
CHIKV, and ZIKV there (Grard et al., 2014).
In addition to the many arboviral outbreaks linked to Ae. albopictus, there are numer-
ous other arboviruses that Ae. albopictus is known to carry (Table 1), although its vectorial role
remains largely un-described. Regardless, its broad viral susceptibility suggests that it may be im-
plicated as an important, if not primary, vector in the transmission of other arboviruses now and in
the future (Gratz, 2004).
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Flavivirus Alphavirus Bunyavirus Others
Dengue 1-1V Chikungunya Potosi Rift Valley Fever
Zika Ross River virus Cache Valley Orungu virus
Yellow fever virus Semliki Forest virus Tensaw Nodamura virus
West nile virus O’nyong-nyong virus Keystone
Japanese encephalitis Eastern equine encephalitis San Angelo
St. Louis encephalitis Venezuelan equine encephalitis La Crosse




Table 1: Arboviruses of Ae. albopictus
Other Arboviruses and Vectors
The waves of re-emergent and emergent arboviruses suggest that others may be waiting in the
wings. Indeed, there are many closely related arboviruses with localized transmission cycles:
Venezuelan equine encephalitis, Mayaro virus, and Ross River virus are all currently circulating
and with significant range expansions could become agents of future epidemics (Wilder-Smith
et al., 2016; Weaver and Reisen, 2010; ProMED Mail, 2017a). Furthermore, there are other inva-
sive mosquitoes capable of transmitting a whole host of arboviruses, such as Ae. japonicus which
is already present in the northeastern US (Armistead et al., 2012), and Ae. koreicus, which may be
the next invasive mosquito to spread globally (Marcantonio et al., 2016). The introduction of new
invasive mosquitoes has implications for vector control as these mosquitoes inhabit slightly differ-
ent ecological niches, exhibit different feeding behaviors, and may play different roles as arboviral
vectors. Understanding the factors that influence these emergent vectors and arboviruses currently
circulating may provide a basis for understanding other, future MBDs.
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Factors Influencing Mosquito-borne Diseases
Trade and travel, urbanization, inadequate sanitation and water supplies, and changing climatic
conditions are the main factors associated with the spread of vectors and arboviruses. Most of the
morbidity and mortality associated with arboviruses takes place in tropical, developing countries
where rapid urbanization often outpaces planned infrastructure and favors transmission of MBDs.
However the processes operating at global scales influence local scale changes in transmission
risk: the importation rate of arboviral cases into temperate areas corresponds to the rate of trans-
mission in endemic, tropical and subtropical areas; and the greater movement of people to and from
countries with endemic transmission, intensified international trade, and a changing climate will
continue, if not accelerate, the spread of invasive mosquitoes and exotic diseases into temperate
areas (Becker et al., 2003). A potential benefit of the incursion of tropical infections into temperate
zones is that their occurrence may persuade high-income countries to recognize these diseases as
shared risks, and thus encourage the allocation of resources to control these viruses at their source
(Chretien and Linthicum, 2007). This section provides a review of the major factors that promote
arbovirus transmission and spread globally and the known local factors that foster mosquitoes and
arbovirus transmission in the northeastern US.
Climate
Mosquitoes and the diseases they carry are sensitive to climate conditions, in particular to temper-
ature, rainfall, and humidity. These factors typically determine the seasonality of MBDs (Reiter,
2001). Rain provides still water for mosquitoes to breed; humidity influences adult survival; and
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temperature affects the rate of larval development, adult feeding behavior, and the rate of pathogen
replication within the mosquito (Paz, 2015). Because climatic factors influence the number of
disease-infected mosquitoes, climate directly relates to the risk of disease transmission. Global
warming and associated warmer, wetter conditions may increase the risk of mosquito-borne dis-
ease infection if these conditions fall within the optimal growth rates of both the vectors and ar-
boviruses.
However the relationships between climate variables and MBDs are not strictly linear
and are complicated by human behaviors. Precipitation increases the quantity of habitat for devel-
oping mosquitoes and the abundance of mosquitoes. Precipitation also elevates surface humidity
and in-turn mosquito activity including host-seeking (Shaman and Day, 2007). Thus, increased
rainfall may increase vector populations as well as disease transmission risk; however, extreme
rainfall events can flush mosquitoes from aquatic habitats reducing overall mosquito populations
(Koenraadt and Harrington, 2008). For Culex mosquitoes and WNV transmission risk, drought
may concentrate resources for avian hosts and mosquitoes and lead to optimal conditions for WNV
amplification (Shaman et al., 2005). For Aedes mosquitoes that can breed in small volume water
holding containers, human storage of water and human watering during times of drought may lead
to an increase in mosquito production (Becker et al., 2014).
Warmer temperatures influence mosquito development rates at all life stages; shorten
the duration of the gonotrophic period - the time between when a female mosquito takes a blood
meal and lays eggs; and shorten the extrinsic incubation period (EIP) - the time it takes from
when the mosquito imbibes the virus to when the mosquito can transmit the virus to another host
(Waldock et al., 2013; Richards et al., 2007). A shortened gonotrophic cycle means that the fe-
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male mosquito will be ready for her next blood meal faster and leads to increased biting behavior.
Warmer temperatures may also elongate the mosquito season leading to increased annual abun-
dance of mosquitoes. Very hot conditions can reduce the life span of mosquitoes which may lead
to reduced transmission as fewer individuals live long enough to become infectious (Chaves et al.,
2011). In contrast, low temperatures may limit disease transmission in areas where the vector is
present by precluding efficient transmission due to slow viral replication (Westbrook et al., 2010).
A recent study linking temperature and CHIKV transmission showed that larval development took
longer at cooler temperatures but resulted in larger adults, more likely to reach adulthood, be in-
fected with CHIKV, and because larger mosquitoes imbibe more blood, more likely to transmit
CHIKV (Westbrook et al., 2010). Furthermore, mosquito vectors can find refuge from temperature
extremes and the availability of these refugia within the environment will in part determine vector
survival especially at their range limits (Eisen et al., 2014; Lima et al., 2016).
At a more local level, noted and projected climatic changes in the northeastern US will
increase the risk of MBDs. Since 1950 there has been an overall increase in warm days and
decrease in cold days, and an increase in heavy precipitation in the northeastern US (Romero-
Lankao et al., 2014). Climate projections suggest further warming and more frequent extreme
weather events including heat waves, droughts, and flooding (Romero-Lankao et al., 2014). Gen-
eral warming in the northeastern US will be more hospitable to mosquito vectors and increase the
risk of arboviral transmission. An elongated breeding season will increase mosquito abundance
and elevated seasonal temperatures will increase viral replication rates in mosquitoes. Extreme
weather events such as heat waves, droughts, and floods will also influence MBDs. As already
mentioned drought conditions may lead to increased mosquito populations and/or arboviral am-
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plification (Shaman et al., 2005; Becker et al., 2014). Flooding disrupts water, sewer, sanitation
services, and by contaminating drinking water leads to water storage and more source habitat es-
pecially for Aedes mosquitoes. Flooding can directly influence the availability of breeding sites
for Culex mosquitoes. Extreme weather events can damage windows and doors or the screens
that cover them, and heat waves can produce power outages causing people to open their windows
rather than relying on air conditioning – all of which increase vector host contact rates and thus the
risk of mosquito-borne disease transmission.
The emergence of CHIKV and ZIKV exemplify the links between globalization, climate,
and arbovirus emergence and spread. A serious drought in East Africa promoted water storage
practices, which led to increased vector populations and disease transmission locally (Chretien
et al., 2007). Human movement led to CHIKV introduction in Europe where a warm summer and
associated high Ae. albopictus populations provided the conditions necessary for local transmis-
sion there (Rezza et al., 2007). While the relationship has yet to be fully elucidated, climate change
may in part be responsible for the spread of ZIKV in the Americas (Ali et al., 2017). Beginning in
2015, Brazil had very dry and warm conditions throughout the winter and spring, which again led
to human water storage practices and increased mosquito habitat. Increased temperatures acceler-
ated viral development in the mosquito vectors, which further contributed to increased transmission
risk. All these climatic conditions were linked to a very strong El Nin˜o in 2015 (Caminade et al.,




There is no doubt climatic conditions affect vector population dynamics, but climatic factors are
likely mediated by other socio-ecological factors such as land cover and human behaviors to form
microhabitats within the urban environment where invasive vectors proliferate and arboviruses
foment. The direct and indirect effects of urbanization on MBDs include its influence on local
climate, the creation of suitable habitat, and the density of hosts.
Urbanization itself changes the local climate. The urban heat island effect is a result of
the high proportion of impervious surfaces that absorb and store solar radiation and keep urban
areas warmer than rural areas (Buyantuyev and Wu, 2010). Higher concentrations of pollutants
in urban areas may seed cloud formation and result in more precipitation (Bornstein and Lin,
2000; Shepherd et al., 2010) and higher concentrations of carbon dioxide may increase the rate of
plant growth in urban areas (Ramı´rez and Finnerty, 1996) – all potential risk factors for increased
mosquito-borne disease transmission. The urban heat island also leads to a decrease in the differ-
ential temperature between day and night, and a decreased diurnal temperature range is positively
associated with mosquito survival (Carrington et al., 2013).
Incidence of MBDs is linked to factors associated with rapid, unplanned urbanization
that contribute to vector abundance, vector host contact, and disease transmission: high population
density, poor housing quality, and deficient infrastructural services for water and sanitation (De-
spommier et al., 2006; Patz et al., 2008; Leisnham and Slaney, 2009; Li et al., 2014). Additionally,
the underlying epidemiology of changing urban populations in developing countries (recent mi-
grants who may carry new diseases into cities and/or a high density of susceptible populations in
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urban areas) can contribute to the risk of epidemics. Further, rural to urban migration, which may
initially lead to the ”ruralization” of cities with associated water storage and agricultural practices
promote mosquito populations (Knudsen and Slooff, 1992). Certain areas within cities (e.g. urban
slums) embody these conditions and increase risk of MBDs. For example, in Brazil the recent
ZIKV epidemic impacted the crowded and poverty stricken city of Recife hardest (de Arau´jo et al.,
2016).
In contrast to cities with rapid, unplanned urbanization patterns, urban areas in devel-
oped countries tend to provide protection from mosquito-borne disease transmission. In urban
areas with high living standards people tend to spend less time outdoors and when indoors use air
conditioning or screens which reduce vector-host contact and therefore arbovirus transmission risk
(Reiter et al., 2003). Infrastructural support redoubles these protective behaviors, including piped
water and sanitation services that reduce the need to store water and better funded surveillance and
vector control programs. Despite these amenities in the US, there are noted disparities in mosquito-
borne disease risk associated with socioeconomic status (Ruiz et al., 2007, 2004; LaDeau et al.,
2013; Hotez et al., 2014).
Heterogeneity of Urban Environments
Domesticated mosquitoes such as Cx. pipiens, Ae. aegypti, and Ae. albopictus thrive in urban envi-
ronments due to decreased predators, ample hosts, and the ubiquity of breeding habitats (Leisnham
and Slaney, 2009). However, the quality and quantity of breeding habitat vary across a city re-
flecting underlying socioeconomic and land use differences that influence mosquito vectors and
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arboviral transmission risk in urban environments (Ratigan, 1999; LaDeau et al., 2013; Dowling
et al., 2013b; Reisen et al., 2008b).
Vegetation patterns also influence urban mosquito population distribution and abun-
dance. Trees and other vegetation offer resting habitat and sugar sources for adult mosquitoes
as well as direct detrital inputs into breeding habitat for developing mosquitoes (Gardner et al.,
2013; Bartlett-Healy et al., 2012; Kling et al., 2007; Yee et al., 2012). Cx. pipiens and Ae. al-
bopictus populations are greater in urbanized compared to rural areas, but within cities they are
found in close associated with vegetation (Brown et al., 2008; Rochlin et al., 2008; Li et al., 2014).
Culex mosquitoes have vegetation preferences (i.e. tree species) (Gardner et al., 2013) and both
Cx. pipiens and WNV disease transmission are maximized at intermediate levels of vegetation
density (Brownstein et al., 2002; Ruiz et al., 2004, 2007). Small, green areas within heavily urban-
ized settings (e.g. private gardens and public parks) are identified as hot spots of Ae. albopictus
and disease transmission (Manica et al., 2016; Tsuda et al., 2016; Ferwerda, 2009). Ae. albopictus
is known to prefer shade (Carrieri et al., 2003), for instance Ae. albopictus was found 86% of the
time in shaded containers in the northeastern US (Bartlett-Healy et al., 2012).
Variability in aquatic habitat and vegetation are two key factors that determine the spatial
distribution of mosquitoes across urban areas. This variability in part determines disease transmis-
sion risk which can be remarkably localized. Localized differences in arbovirus risk were high-
lighted in the 2014 outbreak of DENV in Tokyo where 134 of 160 cases (84%) had visited a single
park (radius roughly 650 meters) (Tsuda et al., 2016) and during the ZIKV epidemic of 2016
when the CDC placed travel advisories for pregnant women for three residential areas of roughly
1 square kilometer each (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2016).
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Mosquito Control
The emergence of WNV in the US in 2000 as well as its resurgence in 2012 followed lulls in
mosquito surveillance and control efforts. Historically New York City (NYC) had seasonal malaria
outbreaks. Beginning in 1901 the city implemented widespread surveillance and vector control
efforts including wetland elimination, drainage through ”ditching”, and chemical control (Miller,
2001). In NYC, the imminent threat of MBDs ceased in the 1940s with the elimination of malaria
transmission and significant reductions in mosquito populations reduced nuisance-biting in the
1950s. Consequentially, vector control was significantly scaled back (Miller, 2001). This lull in
vector surveillance and control set the stage for the emergence of WNV in NYC during 1999.
By 2004, WNV had reached California, and with its rapid spread funding for control topped $35
million but quickly decreased again to under $10 million by 2012 (Ostroff, 2013). In pace with
funding reductions, surveillance and control efforts were diminished (Hadler et al., 2014). A major
resurgence of WNV in 2012 impacted much of the US. In one of the hardest hit cities in the US,
Dallas, Texas, it has been speculated that the outbreak could have been averted if surveillance
had been in place and effective vector control measures had been implemented early in the season
(Chung et al., 2013). The costs associated with the Dallas 2012 outbreak were estimated to be $10
million, much higher than maintaining routine local surveillance and control in one city (Chung
et al., 2013). The resurgence of WNV in 2012 to levels not seen since 2003 (Hadler et al., 2014),
suggests that WNV will continue to pose a public health threat in the US (Petersen et al., 2013)
and highlights the need for sustained vector surveillance and control.
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Similarly, the emergence of YFV, DENV, CHIKV, and ZIKV can in part be blamed on
the cessation of the PAHO YFV eradication program and subsequent rebound of Aedes popula-
tions. In the 1950s the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) began its YFV eradication
program by focusing on control of Ae. aegypti through source reduction to eliminate breeding sites
and heavy application of dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT) throughout the Americas. Based
on the effectiveness, the program was discontinued in the 1970s, the fallout has been the reintro-
duction and range expansion of Ae. aegypti and increases in arboviral transmission (Lloyd, 2003;
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2010). Ultimately, the resurgence of Ae. aegypti and
introduction of Ae. albopictus populations has been felt in the US. Starting in the 1980s, DENV
outbreaks have occurred in Texas, Hawaii, and Florida (Centers for Disease Control and Preven-
tion, 2010). In addition to DENV, the Americas have seen a resurgence in YFV – of note is the
current outbreak in Brazil (ProMED Mail, 2017b) which has the potential to become a major urban
epidemic – as well as the more recent, sweeping epidemics of CHIKV and ZIKV.
The increase and spread of vectors and arboviruses is often cited as evidence of the fail-
ure of conventional vector control. However, given that few studies have assessed the efficacy of
vector control directives in reducing disease transmission, little is definitively known (Bowman
et al., 2016). While novel approaches to vector control are under development these methods are
limited by targeting of only one mosquito species at a time. Thus, environmental source reduction
methods will remain central to mosquito management.
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Conventional Control Methods
Integrated mosquito management (IMM) is based on the concept that there is no single effective
way to manage mosquitoes. Rather, a combination of education, prevention, and control methods
must be simultaneously applied. IMM stresses personal protection, source reduction, and focused
chemical and biological control of mosquitoes. In conjunction with these efforts, environmental
surveillance, including monitoring mosquito abundance and arbovirus infection rates, provides a
timely risk index (Andreadis et al., 2004). Indeed, through systematic monitoring, abundance
thresholds of infected mosquitoes can be set and vector control implemented to keep populations
below set thresholds.
The heterogeneity and ubiquity of breeding habitats is a major challenge for curtailing
mosquito populations in cities. Source reduction of breeding habitat for Culex mosquitoes his-
torically included eliminating or draining wetlands (Floore, 2006), but currently aerial chemical
and/or biological larval control of inaccessible wetlands are more common (Bajwa et al., 2012).
Cx. pipiens also breed in artificial containers, preferring larger water bodies with higher organic
matter such as abandoned pools, catch basins, and sewers (Reisen et al., 2008b; Farajollahi et al.,
2011b; Unlu et al., 2013; Carrieri et al., 2003). Ae. albopictus is absent from larger water bodies
but does inhabit a wide variety of containers including both small volume containers (e.g. dis-
carded cans and cups) to medium volume containers (e.g. buckets and plant saucers) (Carrieri
et al., 2003). These two species do co-occur in median volume containers (10-50 liters) (Carrieri
et al., 2003; Leisnham and Slaney, 2009; Costanzo et al., 2005). Control of larvae in container
habitat is difficult for vector control personnel as many of these containers are on private prop-
erty. Therefore, source reduction, maintenance, and control of container breeding sites requires
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the concerted effort of household owners. Because container-breeding mosquitoes mature rapidly
(weekly), management of containers must be done continuously throughout the breeding season,
which is onerous and often flags. For this reason, source reduction focused on the most produc-
tive containers, such as medium sized actively used containers, may be the most successful and
sustainable community-directed control measure (Unlu et al., 2013).
Adult control, particularly in residential areas, is also complicated. To limit human ex-
posure, spraying is done at night, which is ineffectual for Aedes mosquitoes since they are active
during the day. Furthermore, spraying often does not reach the cryptic habitats that Ae. albopictus
is found to inhabit (Unlu et al., 2014). While some studies suggest that spraying is effective, results
remain equivocal (Fonseca et al., 2013; Manica et al., 2017; Baldacchino et al., 2015) and to date
there has not been one randomized controlled trial (Bowman et al., 2016). Adult control is also
expensive, there is low community acceptance (DDT is banned in the US, and DDT as well as
organophosphates are banned in Europe ), there are negative impacts on non-target species (large
scale bee die-offs were linked to the use of the organophosphate Naled in the US, in 2016) and in-
secticide resistance is a real and growing problem (Baldacchino et al., 2015). Ae. albopicuts shows
resistance to all the main families of insecticides historically and currently used, including DDT,
organophosphates, and pyrethroids (Marcombe et al., 2014). Culex mosquitoes show resistance to
insecticides including pyrethroids, which are the mainstay of current chemical mosquito control
(Zhu et al., 2016).
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Novel Control Methods
Biological and genetic control approaches under development worth noting are the use of bacte-
ria as insecticides, the infection of mosquito vectors with Wolbachia, genetically engineered or
irradiated mosquitoes, and CRISPR-Cas9 gene editing. Biological control using bacteria such as
Bacillus thuringiensis isrealiensis or Bti can be used much like chemical control with regular spray-
ings. Bti is a naturally occurring soil bacteria that produces spores toxic only to the larval stage of
mosquitoes. A recent test in Key West, Florida showed a 50% reduction in Ae. aegypti populations
with weekly application (Pruszynski et al., 2017). However much like chemical control, Bti must
be applied regularly and the long-term impacts both in terms of residual effects and resistance in
vector populations remain understudied. Another biological control method, Wolbachia infection,
can induce embryonic lethality to decrease mosquito populations or a reduction in the ability of
an arbovirus to infect mosquitoes and thus a decrease in transmission capacity (Baldacchino et al.,
2015). The effects of Wolbachia infection are species-specific, and what decreases populations or
infectivity in one pairing may affect the reverse in another. Another novel approach to mosquito
control is the release of genetically engineered or irradiated, sterile male mosquitoes that upon
mating with ”wild” females result in infertile eggs and thus a decrease in mosquito populations. In
late 2015, CRISPR gene drives successfully caused an infertility mutation in females mosquitoes
to be passed onto their offspring (Hammond et al., 2016). Unfortunately, resistance to this gene
drive has already appeared and, if this issue is not overcome, CRISPR gene drives are unlikely
to work (Callaway, 2017). As for chemical control of mosquito populations, these biological and
genetic control approaches also meet public distrust: for these approaches to be adopted they must
be shown to be effective, safe, and scalable. All the biological and genetic control approaches are
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also species-specific, and, even if successfully used to eliminate one mosquito vector population,
another may fill that void.
Concurrent development of vaccines is ongoing. DENV vaccine development has been
challenging, as the vaccine needs to confer immunity to all four closely related serotypes, never-
theless there are currently multiple vaccines at or close to market. For other arboviruses, low attack
rates, the sporadic nature of epidemics, and difficulty recuperating research and development costs
impede vaccine development (Ostroff, 2013). However an effective vaccine may not always fix
the problem. Despite decades with an effective YFV vaccine, coverage of endemic areas in Africa
remains inadequate as highlighted by the outbreak in Angola during 2016 (Wasserman et al., 2016;
Monath, 2005). And while vaccination efforts may reduce incidence of one arbovirus, success may
be rapidly undermined by another emergent arbovirus. Therefore it is critical to retain vector con-
trol efforts. The combined application of vaccination and vector control is a successful strategy as
vaccination elevates herd immunity and vector control decreases the force of infection making it
easier to reach needed vaccination coverage levels (Reiner et al., 2016).
The fields of landscape and urban ecology explore links between landscape modification
and human and environmental health. Relevant to this research is how environmental modifica-
tions may alter the transmission risk of MBDs. Architectural directives such as homes designed to
minimize human vector contact and urban development initiatives that reduce container breeding
habitats are potential sustainable mosquito control initiatives (Wilder-Smith et al., 2016). Residen-
tial development practices that encroach upon natural habitats increase the risk of disease transmis-
sion, while vertical or cluster development that separate open space from residential development
may reduce transmission rates (Jackson, 2003).The challenge remains creating green spaces and
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green-blue infrastructure that provide ecosystem services without compromising strides in reduc-
ing mosquitoes and the diseases they carry in urban areas (Leisnham and Slaney, 2009; Willott,
2004).
Predictive Modeling
In the northeastern US, disease risks associated with mosquitoes (low attack rates and intermittent
epidemics) may not be grave enough to trigger sustained proactive behaviors. Predicting when and
where epidemics are more likely to occur should be an integral part of IMM. Predictive modeling,
also described as forecasting or early warning systems, is a management tool used to predict epi-
demics based on the dependent relationship of a given disease on environmental variables (Chaves
and Pascual, 2007). The ability for a model to make future predictions should be assessed based
on out-of-sample data, that is, data not used to train the model. However, most empirical models
are simply assessed based on their ability to fit the data (Reisen, 2010). In large part this is because
it takes a lengthy time series of entomological and epidemiological data to develop and evalu-
ate forecasting models. These are not always available, highlighting the importance of sustained
surveillance efforts (Chaves and Pascual, 2007; Day and Shaman, 2011).
For WNV in the US, much empirical modeling work has focused on understanding the
determinants of mosquito vector abundance as well as WNV infection in vectors and humans.
Many models have concentrated solely on climatic conditions (e.g. temperature, precipitation,
climatic variability, hydrology) (Day and Shaman, 2008; Shaman et al., 2005, 2011; Chaves et al.,
2011; Degaetano, 2005; Gardner et al., 2012; Hahn et al., 2015; Wimberly et al., 2014; Wang
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et al., 2010; Johnson and Sukhdeo, 2013; Landesman et al., 2007; Reisen et al., 2008a; Ruiz et al.,
2010; Shand et al., 2016) or solely on environmental determinants (e.g. wetlands, bird diversity,
vegetation, urban land cover) (Gardner et al., 2013; Skaff and Cheruvelil, 2016; Bowden et al.,
2011; DeGroote and Sugumaran, 2012; Bradley et al., 2008; Brownstein et al., 2002; Rochlin
et al., 2008; Diuk-Wasser et al., 2006; Ezenwa et al., 2007, 2006; Johnson et al., 2012; Swaddle
and Calos, 2008). Some have incorporated both climatic and environmental factors (Deichmeister
and Telang, 2011; Walsh, 2012; Li et al., 2014; Chuang and Wimberly, 2012; Yoo, 2014) and finally
others have also included demographics (e.g. population density, poverty) (Rochlin et al., 2011;
Manore et al., 2014; Allan et al., 2009; DeGroote et al., 2014; Ruiz et al., 2007, 2004; Reisen et al.,
2008a; Harrigan et al., 2010). Very few of these studies have gone on to use these models to make
and validate predictions (Chuang and Wimberly, 2012; Manore et al., 2014; Rochlin et al., 2011;
Ruiz et al., 2010; Yoo, 2014; Shand et al., 2016). Most studies that perform validation employ
temporal cross validation: omitting one year at a time, fitting the model with the other years of
data, making predictions based on the dependent variables for the year that was withheld, and
evaluating prediction accuracy compared to observations (Ruiz et al., 2010; Chuang and Wimberly,
2012; Yoo, 2014). Some have made and validated predictions based on an entirely separate time
period (Rochlin et al., 2011; Manore et al., 2014; Shand et al., 2016), but only one of these used
temporally varying, climatic variables (Manore et al., 2014). The paucity of empirical studies on
WNV disease dynamics using out-of-sample data to validate predictions represents a practical and
pertinent research gap.
An important insight resulting from this empirical modeling work, is that there are re-
gional spatiotemporal differences between climatic and environmental determinants on WNV dy-
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namics (Bowden et al., 2011; DeGroote and Sugumaran, 2012; Petersen et al., 2013). These differ-
ences underscore the need for making predictions based on careful study of local mosquito-borne
disease dynamics (Day and Shaman, 2011).
The invasion of Ae. albopictus into temperate regions led to studies investigating the in-
fluence of climate on its current range (Caminade et al., 2012; Campbell et al., 2015; Cunze et al.,
2016; Kobayashi et al., 2002; Medlock et al., 2006; Neteler et al., 2011; Brady et al., 2014) and
the influence of climate change to its expanding range (Hill et al., 2014; Koch et al., 2016; Rochlin
et al., 2013b,a). Other studies suggest environmental, demographic, and socioeconomic conditions
influence Ae. albopictus populations at finer spatial scales with particular attention to the com-
bined influence of urban or residential housing and vegetation (Samson et al., 2015; Rochlin et al.,
2013a; Barker et al., 2003; Farajollahi and Nelder, 2009; Bartlett-Healy et al., 2012, 2011a; Cianci
et al., 2015; Yee and Juliano, 2006; Chambers et al., 1986; Carrieri et al., 2012; Erickson et al.,
2010; Manica et al., 2016; Ferwerda, 2009); and socioeconomic differences (LaDeau et al., 2013;
Dowling et al., 2013b; Yee, 2008; Unlu et al., 2011; Ratigan, 1999; Joshi et al., 2006; Becker et al.,
2014). To date, there are no existing empirical models that make or validate predictions of Ae. al-
bopictus populations within urban environments. Given the inherent heterogeneities within urban
areas, there is thus a need for a more complete understanding of the climatic and environmental
determinants affecting Ae. albopictus.
Research Questions
The main aim of this dissertation is to explore the ecological foundations of the Cx. pipiens and Ae.
albopictus mosquito vectors of the northeastern US in order to forecast when and where arboviral
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risk associated with increased abundance are greatest. Given the local and focal nature of past
arboviral outbreaks, predictions must be based on empirical observations.
Chapter 2, set in Suffolk County New York, explores the climatic conditions underlying
periodic seasonal WNV epidemics in the northeastern US. Human WNV transmission is closely
linked to the abundance of WNV infected mosquitoes yet there is limited research predicting WNV
infection rates in Culex mosquitoes. This chapter aims to model and forecast WNV infection rates
in Culex mosquitoes using readily available climatic data. Specifically we determine the hydrolog-
ical and climatological conditions associated with WNV infection rates in Culex mosquitoes and
use these associations to make predictions of future Culex mosquito WNV infection rates.
In Chapters 3 and 4 Ae. albopictus is the protagonist. Chapter 3 is a fine scale anal-
ysis of the physical and socioeconomic neighborhood differences associated with Ae. albopictus
abundance in Baltimore, Maryland. We first examine the relative predictive roles of two key en-
vironmental conditions, infrastructural degradation and vegetation, on the spatial heterogeneity of
Ae. albopictus. And secondarily, how precipitation interacts with these socially underpinned vari-
ables. Chapter 4 examines Ae. albopictus in another urban context of the northeastern US, New
York City. Our objective is to overlay the extent of Ae. albopictus infestation with the distribution
of viremic human hosts in order to pinpoint areas of increased localized CHIKV risk in NYC, and
use these predictions to focus vector control and community education interventions.
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ABSTRACT
West Nile Virus (WNV) is an endemic public health concern in the United States that produces
periodic seasonal epidemics. Underlying these outbreaks is the enzootic cycle of WNV between
mosquito vectors and bird hosts. Identifying the key environmental conditions that facilitate and
accelerate this cycle can be used to inform effective vector control. Here, we model and forecast
WNV infection rates among mosquito vectors in Suffolk County, New York using readily available
meteorological and hydrological conditions. We first validate a statistical model built with surveil-
lance data between 2001-2009 (m09) and specify a set of new statistical models using surveillance
data from 2001-2012 (m12). This ensemble of new models is then used to make predictions for
2013 - 2015, and multimodel inference is employed to provide a formal probabilistic interpretation
across the disparate individual model predictions. The findings of the m09 and m12 models align;
with the ensemble of m12 models indicating an association between warm, dry early spring (April)
conditions and increased annual WNV infection rates in Culex mosquitoes. This study shows that
real-time climate information can be used to predict WNV infection rates in Culex mosquitoes
prior to its seasonal peak and before WNV spillover transmission risk to humans is greatest.
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Introduction
West Nile Virus (WNV), first introduced in North America in New York during 1999, quickly
spread across the United States (US). Each year, human WNV cases peak during mid to late
summer. Most infections are asymptomatic (∼ 80%); however, some result in flu-like symptoms
(∼ 20%) and in rare cases people suffer neuroinvasive disease (<1%). More troubling and less
understood are the links between acute WNV and chronic morbidity (Hughes et al., 2007). In the
United States there have been 18,810 cases of neuroinvasive disease (1,641 deaths) and 22,952
cases of non-neuroinvasive disease (124 deaths) reported since 1999 (Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, 2012b). More recently, cases of WNV neuroinvasive disease spiked during 2012
to numbers not observed since 2003, suggesting that WNV outbreaks will continue to be a problem
in the US (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2012b; Petersen et al., 2013). Presently,
there is no vaccine for WNV, so reduction of human-vector contact through mosquito control and
behavioral measures remains the main means of preventing WNV transmission.
WNV in the US is maintained by an enzootic cycle driven by virus transmission between
avian reservoir hosts and bird-biting mosquito vectors. To date, 65 mosquito species have been
found infected with WNV in the US (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2012a); however,
only a few of these species are likely important in the transmission of WNV. In the northeastern US,
Culex pipiens and Culex restuans are the suspected enzootic vectors while Culex pipiens and Culex
salinarius are the main epidemic vectors (Kilpatrick et al., 2005; Andreadis et al., 2004); however,
the critical vector(s) may change over a season and may not be fully enumerated (Andreadis et al.,
2004).
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WNV has also been detected in 326 bird species in the US; however, like the mosquito
vectors, only a few species significantly influence transmission dynamics by amplifying the virus
(Kilpatrick et al., 2006b; Hamer et al., 2009). Humans do not develop high enough viremia in
response to WNV infection to infect mosquitoes and thus are not involved in the spread of WNV.
Instead, enzootic transmission and amplification of WNV is supported by the co-occurrence of
amplifying avian reservoir hosts, mosquito vectors, and virus prevalence in the mosquito vector
populations. Furthermore, favorable environmental conditions can foment this co-occurrence and
virus amplification, increase the numbers of infected mosquitoes, and increase transmission risk to
humans (Shaman et al., 2005).
A number of physical environmental conditions have been shown to affect WNV trans-
mission dynamics. Temperature influences the rate of vector development, vector biting behavior,
viral replication in vectors, virus transmission efficiency to avian hosts, and the seasonal phenol-
ogy of avian hosts (Reisen and Brault, 2007; Paz, 2015). Overall, increased temperatures accelerate
virus amplification and transmission. Standing water provides breeding sites for mosquitoes, but
the influence of rainfall on vector population dynamics is not linear: while above average rain-
fall may lead to higher mosquito abundance, extreme rainfall events may reduce larval survival
through flushing effects (Koenraadt and Harrington, 2008). Below average rainfall, or drought,
may facilitate the population growth of certain species due to reduced predation, and remnant wet-
lands in periods of drought may concentrate resources for both mosquito vectors and avian hosts
facilitating WNV amplification within these populations. Consequently, local hydrological condi-
tions can provide insight into water resource availability for both vector and host, and have been
found predictive of WNV transmission dynamics (Shaman et al., 2005; Day and Shaman, 2008).
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Humidity has also been positively correlated with the population dynamics of some vector species
(Paz, 2015).
The extensive distribution of WNV is tied to its ability to persist in multiple mosquito
vectors that in turn inhabit a wide variety of ecosystems (Centers for Disease Control and Preven-
tion, 2013). The influence of climate on WNV transmission risk in the US varies by the geographic
range of disease vectors (Hahn et al., 2015; DeGroote and Sugumaran, 2012; DeGroote et al., 2014;
Bowden et al., 2011; Degaetano, 2005; Landesman et al., 2007; Ruiz et al., 2010; Wimberly et al.,
2014). Due to identified differences in WNV disease ecology, we focus on studies of WNV disease
ecology in the northeastern US to inform our research in this area.
In the northeastern US most research either links climate and landscape variables to
human WNV cases (Hahn et al., 2015; DeGroote and Sugumaran, 2012; Bowden et al., 2011; Lan-
desman et al., 2007; Rochlin et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2009; Ruiz et al., 2004, 2007; Brownstein et al.,
2004; Walsh, 2012; Brownstein et al., 2002) or to vector abundance (Degaetano, 2005; Brown et al.,
2014; Diuk-Wasser et al., 2006; Rochlin et al., 2008; Deichmeister and Telang, 2011; Trawinski
and Mackay, 2008) but there is limited research linking climate to WNV infected mosquitoes (De-
ichmeister and Telang, 2011; Liu et al., 2009; Shaman et al., 2011; Johnson and Sukhdeo, 2013).
The number of WNV infected Culex mosquitoes influences human transmission risk by increasing
the frequency of contact between infected vectors and humans (Kilpatrick et al., 2005). There-
fore, WNV transmission to humans is directly related to the abundance of infectious mosquitoes
(Brownstein et al., 2004; Shaman and Day, 2005), and the advent of human cases arise from the
underlying effects of climate and landscape on the WNV enzootic transmission cycle. In the north-
eastern US, above average temperature is linked to increased enzootic WNV transmission and risk
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of spillover to humans (Degaetano, 2005; Liu et al., 2009; Walsh, 2012; Deichmeister and Telang,
2011; Liu and Weng, 2009; Shaman et al., 2011; Johnson and Sukhdeo, 2013). Studies have also
linked vector abundance and WNV transmission with lower than average rainfall (Hahn et al.,
2015; Landesman et al., 2007; Ruiz et al., 2010; Deichmeister and Telang, 2011; Shaman et al.,
2011; Johnson and Sukhdeo, 2013); however, the effects of rainfall over time has not been explored
in depth.
Accordingly, this study aims to model and forecast WNV infection rates in mosquito
vectors using readily available monthly mean meteorological and hydrological conditions between
January and August to assess their temporal influence. Accurate model discrimination in space
and time of areas at risk for mosquitoes with higher WNV infection rates can, in theory, be used
to inform the allocation of limited resources for more effective vector control; however, such out-
of-sample model prediction must be tested before being put into practice. Indeed, models built
to explain vector-borne disease dynamics are not often validated with prospective data (Reisen,
2010). Therefore, a central aim of this study is the validation of forecasts generated in real time
with prospective environmental data as it became available at monthly time steps.
To better understand the dynamics of WNV transmission, we here revisit a model de-
scribing the spatial-temporal distribution of positive Culex mosquito pools collected in Suffolk
County, Long Island, New York. That statistical model (referred to as m09) used meteorological
and hydrological conditions to simulate WNV infection in Culex mosquitoes during 2001-2009
(Shaman et al., 2011). Here, we use pooled Culex WNV infection data collected during 2010-2015
to validate m09 predictions. We then explore alternate models using a longer record (2001-2012) of
mean meteorological and hydrological data to estimate annual Culex WNV infection data. We then
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use multimodel inference to identify dominant environmental predictors and develop a weighted
ensemble prediction framework, which is used to make retrospective predictions for 2013 and 2015
as well as prospective, real-time predictions for 2014.
Methods
Study Area
Suffolk County occupies the eastern part of Long Island NY, roughly 15 miles east of New York
City and covers an area of approximately 2,370 square miles (Figure 1). The County is made up
of densely populated residential and commercial properties in the west and is less populated with
more agricultural and rural areas in the east.
Mosquito Pool Data
This study uses WNV-assayed pools of Culex spp. mosquitoes. Mosquito collections were made
throughout Suffolk County during 2001-2015 using both Centers for Disease Control and Preven-
tion (CDC) gravid and light traps. Gravid traps were baited with rabbit-chow infusion and light
traps with dry ice. Mosquito surveillance was conducted weekly from June to October, depending
upon mosquito population levels and the presence of WNV in mosquitoes. Trap locations were
guided by the historical presence of WNV at the beginning of the season and expanded based
on the occurrence of WNV found in vectors and humans as the season progressed. Collected
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mosquitoes were anesthetized with dry ice and identified. Culex pipiens and Culex restuans have
very similar morphology and, compounded by damage during the collection process, are often in-
distinguishable; consequently, these two species are grouped together for arboviral testing. Culex
salinarius are separated whenever possible, but again, due to damage of identifying characteristics
during collection are often included in Culex pipiens/restuans pools for testing. For arboviral anal-
ysis, pools were submitted to the New York State Department of Health (Arbovirus Laboratory,
Wadsworth Center).
Table 1 presents a summary of the mosquito data including the number of trap locations,
the underlying data for the derivation of vector abundance, percent of pools positive for WNV, and
WNV infection rates. Vector abundance was calculated as the total number of all Culex mosquitoes
captured divided by the total number of trap nights and provides a measure of the relative number
of mosquitoes. High mosquito abundance may occur in the absence of infection and outbreaks may
occur when abundance is low (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2013). The percent of
pools positive for WNV (PP) was calculated as the sum of positive pools divided by the sum of all
pools and provides an estimate of the rate of WNV in mosquitoes tested. To measure infection rate,
a maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) was calculated to estimate the prevalence of WNV infected
mosquitoes in the population. Here, the MLE infection rate per 1000 specimens provides an esti-
mate of the annual average number of WNV infected mosquitoes for each grid cell (Biggerstaff,
2003). At the county scale, this MLE of the annual average number of WNV infected mosquitoes
is highly correlated with observed annual human WNV human cases (r=0.79, P<0.001).
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Year Human Pools Positive Total Trap Vector Percent WNV WNV
Cases Pools Mosquitoes Locations Abundance Positive Pools MIR MLE
2001 1 579 45 16689 60 28.82 7.77 2.70 2.80
2002 8 546 20 12332 71 22.59 3.66 1.62 1.65
2003 10 900 26 32772 71 36.41 2.89 0.79 0.80
2004 0 462 7 13720 43 29.70 1.52 0.51 0.51
2005 9 927 65 23445 85 25.29 7.01 2.77 2.87
2006 2 699 52 23276 45 33.30 7.44 2.23 2.33
2007 0 308 10 9077 35 29.47 3.25 1.10 1.12
2008 9 467 39 11116 72 23.80 8.35 3.51 3.70
2009 1 660 14 21074 35 31.93 2.12 0.66 0.67
2010 24 1289 276 34701 82 26.92 21.41 7.95 9.06
2011 4 1173 67 45833 57 39.07 5.71 1.46 1.51
2012 14 780 186 32360 44 41.49 23.85 5.75 6.74
2013 4 1128 157 47887 42 42.45 13.92 3.28 3.58
2014 1 1166 176 50336 39 43.17 15.09 3.50 3.85
2015 5 1108 180 41881 43 37.80 16.25 4.30 4.71
Table 1: Overview of Human WNV Cases and Mosquito Data in Suffolk County 2001-2015.
Meteorological and Hydrological Data
For this study we used meteorological variables extracted from the North American Land Data
Assimilation Systems (NLDAS) project-2 for Suffolk County, Long Island. Hourly estimates of
precipitation measured in millimeters per hour, temperature measured in Kelvin 2-m above ground,
and specific humidity measured in kilograms per kilograms 2-m above ground were used to make
monthly averages. Additionally we used Mosaic hydrology model simulations to estimate soil
moisture content (Mitchell et al., 2004). In particular, we used Mosaic model output layer one soil
moisture (L1SM), which represents water content in the top 10 cm of the soil column, as a previous
study found L1SM and another model output, root zone soil moisture (RZSM), which represents
water content in the top 40 cm of the soil column, to be highly correlated (Shaman et al., 2011).
The spatial resolution of both the NLDAS meteorological and Mosaic hydrological data is 0.125◦
(13 X 13 km grid cells) (Figure 1). Aggregation of mosquito data by NLDAS grid cell discounts
more local scale environmental factors that may bias trap collections and allows for analysis of
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how climate conditions influence relative mosquito infection rates.
Model Data
In this analysis we used fifteen years of surveillance data (2001-2015). The WNV infection rate
was calculated for each of the 15 NLDAS grid cells in Suffolk County Long Island for which there
were both meteorological and hydrological data available (Figure 1). However, in some grid cells
in certain years there were no surveillance data to calculate the WNV infection rate (n=26). For
grid cell 9 only two of fifteen years had surveillance records, so we dropped this grid cell from
further analysis.
Statistical Analysis
The statistical model (m09) used meteorological and hydrological conditions to estimate WNV
pool infection rates in Culex mosquitoes in Suffolk County, Long Island, New York during 2001-
2009 (Shaman et al., 2011). Briefly, a Poisson model with a dispersion parameter was used to
model the annual percentage of Culex pools testing positive for WNV tallied for each NLDAS grid
cell area. Regression was performed using combinations of meteorological (precipitation, temper-
ature and specific humidity) and hydrological (RZSM or L1SM) monthly averages as the predictor
variables. Combinations of predictor variables were restricted to only include one parameter of
precipitation, temperature, and specific humidity each between January and August and one hy-
drological measurement of early season effects (January – April) and one of late season effects
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(May – August). The rationale behind restricting environmental predictor variables was to assess
whether there was a connection between early season accumulation of standing water and later
season drying, as tested by the two hydrological measurements.
Here we build on the m09 model using an expanded dataset (2001-2012) to explore
alternate model forms and improve predictive performance. Several alternate model forms were
tested, including negative binomial and hurdle. In contrast to the Poisson model, these alternate
structures may provide more suitable forms for addressing over-dispersion and the hurdle model
is better at modeling count data with many zero observations (Zeileis et al., 2008). Shaman et
al. (2011) noted a strong west-east gradient of meteorological and hydrological conditions, in
particular that temperatures in spring and summer and hydrological conditions throughout the year
are warmer and drier, respectively, in the western part of the county (Shaman et al., 2011). Here
we account for this West-East gradient explicitly by using a mixed effects model with the location
of the NLDAS grid cells as a random effect.
For each of the tested 2001-2012 (m12) model forms (Poisson, negative binomial, hurdle,
mixed effects) we used the annual infection rate of WNV infection rate (hereafter referred to as
the WNV infection rate) for each grid cell as the predictand. Regression was performed using all
combinations (35,960) of meteorological (precipitation, temperature, and specific humidity) and
hydrological (L1SM) monthly averages, January-August, as predictor variables. In contrast with
the m09 model, we did not restrict combinations to one parameter of each climatic and hydrological
variable. The large number of candidate models were tested for hypothesis generation as to the
temporal importance of climatic and hydrological parameters. Monthly averages were restricted
to January-August in order to precede or coincide with peak WNV infection in Culex mosquitoes.
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Best model form was identified based on whole model goodness-of-fit estimated using the Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC).
Among the best-fitting models of the preferred model form, multimodel inference was
used to identify the set of best-fitting models to be used to make parameter inferences and to calcu-
late model-averaged predictions with unconditional confidence intervals (Burnham and Anderson,
2003). Here we define ensemble modeling as the formal weighted averaging of simulations from
multiple models, which is carried out in order to improve the overall accuracy of their competing
predictions. To rank goodness-of-fit among the models tested, we calculated a second order AIC,
AICC, which is a better estimation of model fit when the ratio of parameters to observations is











was used to scale the relative plausibility of each fitted model given the data, where
∆i = AICCi −AICCMIN , AICCMIN is the AICC of the best-fit model, and R is the number of models
meriting inclusion. The inclusion criterion was the subset of models whose weights summed to
0.95 (Burnham and Anderson, 2003).
Model predictions were generated retrospectively for 2013, in real-time for 2014, and
then retrospectively again for 2015. For the 2014 real-time predictions, we used available data,
which necessitated prediction with a subset of possible model combinations. Specifically, for May,
best-fitting models derived from only January-April meteorological and hydrological conditions
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were used to forecast the 2014 annual WNV infection rate for each grid cell. The same procedure
was followed for each subsequent month with conditions from the associated temporal range:
January though May for June predictions, January through June for July, January through July for
August, and the full time period, January through August, for September.


















This unconditional estimator takes into account the variation within and between each
model in the model set (i.e. the model selection uncertainty) and was used to estimate uncondi-
tional confidence intervals around each model-averaged prediction. Equations 1-3 were also used
to develop multimodel parameter estimates.
We used the package glmmADMB to fit mixed effect models (Fournier et al., 2012;
Skaug et al., 2012) and MuMIn for model averaging (Barton, 2011). All analyses were run in the




We first tested the predictive capability of the m09 statistical model, using meteorological and
hydrological conditions to estimate WNV pooled infection rates in Culex mosquitoes in Suffolk
County between 2001-2009 (Shaman et al., 2011). A comparison of modeled predictions for the
next five years (2010-2015) with observed estimates of the percent of pools WNV positive resulted
in a Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of 15.77. The observations fall within the credible interval
of the m09 predictions 95% of the time but were not very accurate. This discrepancy warranted the
testing of alternate model forms and multimodel inference as measures to improve the accuracy of
predictions.
Model Selection
We used an expanded dataset of collections for 2001-2012 to explore alternate model forms and
improve predictive performance. All model forms used the same set of environmental predictors
(i.e. monthly estimates of precipitation, temperature, specific humidity, and soil moisture). Among
the model forms tested, a mixed effects negative binomial (MENB) model with grid cell as a
random effect resulted in the best fitting model by the Akaike Information Criterion, AIC. The
MENB model was therefore exclusively used to develop predictions; however, even within this
model form, the large number of parameter combinations tested resulted in a set of candidate
models with equivocal fit. Furthermore, we found a wide range of predicted WNV infection rates
between models (Additional File1) indicating need for a formal probabilistic interpretation across
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predictions. Therefore, rather than pick the single best-fit MENB model, we used multimodel
inference to develop ensemble predictions from the many MENB models. Table 2 presents the
m12 model set, ranked by a second order AIC, AICC, which provides a better estimation of model
fit than AIC when the ratio of parameters to observations is small. Based on their cumulative model
weight, 16 models, each with four meteorological and hydrological parameters, were included in



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The parameters included in the m12 model set range in weighted importance (0.03-0.71)
with a few key variables and a long tail of less important variables (Additional File 2). Focusing
on the key parameters (those with weight above 0.1) we infer that the monthly meteorological
parameters in April are the most important predictors of WNV infection rates in Culex mosquitoes.
Specifically drier conditions in early spring (reduced precipitation and specific humidity and higher
temperatures in April) lead to increased annual WNV infection rates in Culex mosquitoes.
Multimodel Inference
To make more stabilized predictions we averaged predicted values across component models based
on the respective weight of each model and estimated the unconditional variance of the model-
averaged prediction (See Equations 1 and 2 in Methods). The m12 ensemble model predictions
had a much lower RMSE (3.90) than the predictions generated with the m09 model (RMSE =
10.11). The observations are within the m12 unconditional confidence intervals, indicating that
overall the model weighted-average predictions are a good representation of the observations (Fig-
ure 2). However, we note that the confidence intervals of the m12 ensemble model predictions
are large relative to the low infection rates, reflecting sizable, but accurately ascribed uncertainty,
across the set of predictions.
Predictions for 2014 in Real-Time
Model predictions for 2014 were generated in real time and changed with the inclusion of addi-
tional meteorological and hydrological estimates, as these data became available and the compo-
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nent model predictors were adjusted to accommodate that availability (see Methods). The January-
April, January-May, and January-July time periods made almost identical predictions, while the
January-June model made lower predictions and the January-August model made higher predic-
tions for the western grid cells (1-6 and 10). All models generated consistently low predictions for
the eastern grid cells (7-8 and 11-15).
For each time interval, we compared the number of component models and number of
parameters that were included in the ensemble models as well as the RMSE illustrating the dif-
ference between predicted and observed WNV infection rates in 2014 (Additional File 3). We
found that some of the lowest RMSE scores were for the earliest time periods suggesting, at least
for 2014, predictions could be made early. Regardless of the time period selected the best fitting
model included April temperature, precipitation, and specific humidity - with warm, dry April con-
ditions favoring increased annual WNV infection rates in Culex mosquitoes – implying that early
season meteorological conditions largely determine WNV infection rates.
Leave-one-out Temporal Cross Validation
Leave-one-out temporal cross validation (LOOTCV) was performed. Each year of data was iter-
atively omitted from the analysis and the compiled set of predictions from the LOOTCV models
were then compared with predictions based on the full record. We found the LOOTCV model
(RMSE= 4.27) and the full model (RMSE=3.66) predictions comparable (Figure 3), indicating
that out-of-sample prediction (i.e. model predictions of a set of observations from a different time
period) is possible and that no single year overly dominates the model structure. Figure 3 also
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illustrates that the m12 model is unable to distinguish among different low WNV infection rates
(<5 WNV infected mosquitoes per 1000) as these are predicted with nearly the same frequency.
However, the model is able to tease apart differences in WNV infection rates greater than 5 WNV
infected mosquitoes per 1000 (Figure 3). While the majority of observed infection rates are ≤5
WNV infected mosquitoes per 1000 (81%), it is the remaining higher infection rates that are of
greatest public health concern. The ability of the model to distinguish and predict these high in-
fection events in both space and time is thus extremely valuable.
We tested the sensitivity and specificity of both the full model and LOOTCV predictions.
The sensitivity, or the probability that both the predicted and observed value are above 5, and the
specificity, the probability that a predicted value fell below 5 while the observed value was below
5, were both high. For the full model the sensitivity is 94% and specificity 85%. For the LOOTCV
the sensitivity is 93% and specificity 88%. These tests suggest that both the full and temporally
cross-validated models are very good at distinguishing in both space and time high infection rates.
Discussion
A central aim of this study was to assess the validity of using meteorological and hydrological
conditions to predict WNV infection rates in Culex mosquitoes in Suffolk County. Model m09
(Shaman et al., 2011) was used to make out-of-sample predictions for 2010-2015. Overall, these
predictions captured the range and variability of observed values; however, individually, there
were a number of predictions that failed to accurately estimate observations. This initial finding
prompted the exploration of alternative model forms, as well as use of a set of models to make
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inferences. We found a MENB model to be the best model form and identified 16 component
MENB models (m12), which we used to generate model-averaged predictions and unconditional
confidence intervals. The m12 ensemble of models produced more accurate 2013-2015 predictions
(RMSE = 3.90) than the m09 model (RMSE = 10.11). This finding indicates that weighted ensem-
ble average predictions derived from an updated suite of best-fit models are a more informative
and accurate forecast construct.
Although the predictors in the m12 and m09 models may at first seem contradictory,
a closer look reveals they are actually well aligned. M09 findings indicated that wetter winter
land surface conditions, warmer spring temperatures, increased spring precipitation, and drier
early summer land surface conditions all favor the increased prevalence of WNV among Culex
mosquitoes (Shaman et al., 2011). The m12 modeling effort indicates that less precipitation in
April, more precipitation in May and June, along with warmer temperatures throughout the spring
favor increased WNV activity in Culex mosquitoes. Although hydrological conditions were not
identified as key parameters in the m12 model, they were included in two component models of
the ensemble model and indicate that wetter March land-surface conditions favor WNV activity as
for the best-fit m09 models. Unlike the m12 modeling effort, the m09 models were constrained
to include a summer lag of L1SM (land surface wetness) conditions and thus found drier summer
land surface conditions to be important as well. However, the m12 models did find that in addi-
tion to wetter March land-surface conditions, drier April land surface conditions favored WNV
activity indicating a switch from wetland surface conditions early in the season to dry land surface
conditions later in the season, similar to the findings of m09. The m12 model also indicates that
reduced precipitation and specific humidity in April are important drivers of WNV infection rates
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emphasizing that dry April conditions are particularly important for WNV amplification – a result
not specified by m09. However, like m09, m12 revealed an association between increased May
precipitation and increased WNV infection rates, and both the m09 and m12 models identified an
association between increased temperatures in spring and increased WNV infection rates.
Mechanistically, the pattern of wet conditions (in May and June) sandwiched between
periods of drier conditions (in April and July) may provide the needed standing water conditions
that then, during the dry summer conditions, become eutrophic, free of predators, and dense with
avian hosts to elevate populations of infected Culex mosquitoes.
The climatic conditions identified here that promote WNV prevalence in mosquito vec-
tors in Suffolk County, in particular warm temperatures and precipitation extremes, are becoming
more common in the northeastern US (Romero-Lankao et al., 2014). The implications of these
changing climatic conditions on WNV transmission risk are manifold: for mosquitoes, these con-
ditions may elevate abundance and infection rates; for avian hosts, these conditions may alter
migration, demography, and susceptibility; and for humans, these changes may confer increased
transmission risk in mid to late summer.
Mosquitoes and the diseases they carry are climate sensitive. Mosquitoes need still water
to breed, and temperature influences the rate of larval development, adult feeding behavior, and the
rate of pathogen replication within the mosquito (Paz, 2015). Because climatic factors influence
the number of disease-infected mosquitoes, climate directly relates to the risk of disease transmis-
sion. Warm temperatures and increasing precipitation extremes may increase the risk of WNV;
however, human manipulation of the environment, especially urbanization, and human behavior
complicate the relationship between mosquitoes and climate. Impervious surfaces may change the
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hydrological conditions of an area and lead to water pooling and retention that may promote Culex
mosquito breeding and increase the risk of spillover to humans where these habitats are proximal
to people.
The arrival date of migrating birds and the beginning of the breeding season for resident
birds is tied to spring temperatures and food availability (Hurlbert and Liang, 2012; Townsend
et al., 2013; Marra et al., 2005). Of the ten most competent WNV avian hosts in the US, eight are
year-round residents of the northeast (Kilpatrick et al., 2007) and are adept at shifting their breed-
ing behavior earlier in response to meteorological conditions (Hurlbert and Liang, 2012). Culex
pipiens favor the American robin (Kilpatrick et al., 2007) , which congregate in roosts throughout
their breeding season. Roosting might make robins less available to Culex mosquitoes and result in
Culex pipiens searching for alternative hosts and an associated increase of spillover transmission
to humans in mid to late summer (Kilpatrick et al., 2006b,a; Janousek et al., 2014). Should warmer
spring temperatures effect still earlier arrival and roosting by robins, early enzootic amplification
may be exacerbated.
In addition to climate, land use practices impact local ecology and WNV transmission.
Avian diversity may reduce enzootic WNV transmission and spillover risk to humans (Swaddle and
Calos, 2008; Allan et al., 2009). Bird diversity has declined in response to climate change (Both
et al., 2006), urbanization (Bradley et al., 2008), and directly from WNV (LaDeau et al., 2007). In
comparison to residential areas, wetlands have lower enzootic WNV transmission tied to the higher
avian diversity found in wetlands (Johnson et al., 2012; Ezenwa et al., 2007). Fragmentation due
to urbanization can increase bird density (Wang et al., 2010). Taken together, fragmentation of
wetlands within residential zones may result in avian communities of reduced diversity, greater
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density, and therefore increased enzootic WNV amplification.
WNV amplification may be promoted through increased vector host contact rates or de-
moted through diluted vector host contact rates depending on the ratio of vectors to hosts. In
roosts, higher numbers of competent avian hosts may reduce vector host contact rates and decrease
exposure to infected mosquitoes in roosts (Kilpatrick et al., 2006a; Krebs et al., 2014) but in com-
bination with climatic conditions of reduced precipitation and increased temperature, the number
of mosquito vectors may also increase and result in increased WNV amplification (Shaman et al.,
2005).
As in our study, other studies in the northeastern US have found that warmer than av-
erage temperatures influence WNV dynamics (Degaetano, 2005; Liu et al., 2009; Walsh, 2012;
Deichmeister and Telang, 2011; Liu and Weng, 2009). Winter temperatures may be a particularly
important constraint on WNV dynamics in cold regions such as the northeastern US (Wimberly
et al., 2014; Manore et al., 2014) and future modeling efforts should include this winter effect.
Lower then average annual precipitation has been associated with increased human WNV inci-
dence (Hahn et al., 2015) and vector abundance (Deichmeister and Telang, 2011) in the eastern
US. Results from Chicago also found that drought followed by wetting was associated with higher
WNV infection rates in Culex mosquitoes in most years (Ruiz et al., 2010). Our study, focused on
a specific spatial location and not an entire region, is able to pinpoint when climate most strongly
influences mosquito production and viral amplification in a given year.
The scale of the analysis can impact its outcome. The spatial resolution of the meteo-
rological and hydrological data used in this study defined the spatial scale of the analysis, which
was somewhat coarse and may obfuscate observation of patterns at a finer spatial scale. Further-
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more, using monthly means of environmental conditions and annual estimates of WNV infection
rates in Culex mosquitoes may limit temporal understanding. However, the goal of this analysis
was to identify conditions predictive of high WNV infection rates in Culex mosquitoes indicative
of increased WNV risk to humans in advance of this risk. Our results indicate that spring condi-
tions are predictive of the annual intensity of WNV activity and how it varies across the county
– information of high utility for vector control officers. Prediction of intra-annual variability, a
more stochastic process, is a more challenging forecast problem; future research may need to
make use of a mechanistic, process-based, modeling approach that depicts the transmission cycle
and incorporates dynamic measurements of abiotic and biotic factors in order to generate accurate
predictions of intra-annual variability in real time.
The multimodel inference used here addresses discrepancies between models of equiv-
ocal fit by defining a set of candidate models and making inferences based on the set rather than
one best-fitting model. A comparison of the model-averaged predictions and the best fitting m12
model predictions suggests that the best fitting m12 model predictions are equivalent to the model-
averaged predictions (r = 0.99) but with tighter confidence intervals principally due to the lack of
model selection uncertainty (i.e. in this calculation there is only one model compared to 16 in the
ensemble unconditional variance calculations) (Figure 2). Given that the predictions vary substan-
tially by model (Additional File 1) and that the evidence is not strong enough to warrant prediction
with only one model (Table 3), the ensemble predictions and unconditional confidence intervals
provide better inference. It is necessary to quantify uncertainty in model-generated predictions
especially when communicating findings with vector control and public health personnel. While
the uncertainty of the model-averaged estimates is large, these predictions exhibit high sensitivity
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and specificity for distinguishing high and low local WNV infection rates.
The utility of other modeling approaches, such as boosted regression trees, could be
considered in future analyses. Due to the presence of open water throughout the study region, dif-
ferences exist in the land area among grid cells. Future analysis may also want to explore a measure
of infected mosquito density rather than abundance. Because our m12 findings corroborated the
m09 findings, future modeling efforts should focus on the climatic conditions of April-July and
determine the best climate predictors. This could be followed by investigation of whether the in-
clusion of other potential drivers (e.g. land use practices, distribution of wetlands) improves model
performance. Incorporating these climatic and environmental drivers of WNV infection in Culex
mosquitoes will inform our understanding of how future changes in climate will influence WNV
amplification and transmission.
Conclusion
In conclusion, few studies in the northeastern US have looked at the influence of climate on WNV
vector infection rates, a measure that likely constitutes a more direct proxy of human WNV risk. In
this study we validate a model built for prediction of WNV infection rates in Culex mosquitoes us-
ing meteorological and hydrological parameters. With additional years of surveillance, we develop
an improved model form and use a set of best-fitting models to develop a multi-model prediction
framework. The findings of the m09 and m12 models are aligned, with the m12 model emphasiz-
ing the importance of warmer, drier early spring (April) conditions for increasing WNV infection
rates in Culex mosquitoes. This association allows prediction of annual Culex WNV infection rates
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early in the season, which can be used to inform vector control efforts both temporally, whether
there will be particularly high WNV activity, and spatially, where WNV infection rates will be
highest. Our study shows that real-time climate information can be used to make predictions be-
fore peak WNV infection in Culex mosquitoes and therefore before the risk of WNV transmission
to humans is greatest.
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Figures
Figure 1: Map showing location of Suffolk County Long Island, trap locations within Suffolk
County both those included and excluded for analysis, the scale of the NLDAS Grid Cells (13km2),
and both the observed and predicted 2015 WNV infection rates.
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Figure 2: M12 Best Fit Model (grey) and Model-Averaged Predictions (black) with Unconditional
Confidence Intervals for 2013 and 2014 and Observed Infection Rates and Confidence Intervals
generated with PooledInfRate Excel Add-in (Biggerstaff, 2003) (red).
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Figure 3: Temporal Cross Validation Predictions and Full Model Predictions. Graphs Plot Pairs of
Observations and Predictions Ordered by Prediction Value from Least to Greatest.
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Supplemental Material
Figure 1: Box plots showing the range of predictions across 16 ensemble models for each grid cell
and year. The red dots indicate the observed WNV infection rate for that grid cell and year.
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Figure 2: Parameter Importance (left) and Coefficient Effect Sizes across all models in ensem-
ble (right) together suggest that drier conditions in early spring lead to increased annual WNV
infection rates in Culex mosquitoes.
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Time Period Component Models Parameters RMSE
January-April 3 7 3.32
January-May 3 7 3.32
January-June 7 10 3.36
January-July 10 15 3.31
January-August 16 21 3.48
Table 3: For 2014, some of the lowest RMSE scores were for the earliest time periods suggesting
predictions could be made early.
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ABSTRACT
Social, ecological, and climatic factors interact creating a heterogeneous matrix that determines the
spatiotemporal distribution of mosquitoes and human risk of exposure to the diseases they trans-
mit. We explore linkages between the social and institutional processes behind residential aban-
donment, urban ecology, and the interactions of socio-ecological processes with abiotic drivers
of mosquito production. Specifically, we test the relative roles of infrastructure degradation and
vegetation for explaining the presence of Ae. albopictus Skuse 1894 in order to better predict spa-
tial heterogeneity in mosquito exposure risk within urban environments. We further examine how
precipitation interacts with these socially underpinned biophysical variables. We use a hierarchi-
cal statistical modeling approach to assess how environmental and climatic conditions over three
years influence mosquito ecology across a socioeconomic gradient in Baltimore, Maryland, USA.
We show that decaying infrastructure and vegetation are important determinants of Ae. albopictus
infestation. We demonstrate that both precipitation and vegetation influence mosquito production
in ways that are mediated by the level of infrastructural decay on a given block. Mosquitoes were
more common on blocks with greater abandonment, but when precipitation was low mosquitoes
were more likely to be found in higher income neighborhoods with managed container habitat.
Likewise, while increased vegetation was a negative predictor of mosquito infestation, more veg-
etation on blocks with high abandonment was associated with the largest mosquito populations.
These findings indicate that fine spatial scale modeling of mosquito habitat within urban areas is




Aedes albopictus Skuse 1894, commonly known as the Asian tiger mosquito, is an invasive mosquito
species of considerable ecological, economic, and human health importance, especially in temper-
ate areas (Juliano and Lounibos, 2005; Leisnham and Juliano, 2012). Ae. albopictus is a successful
invasive species that has spread from southeast Asia throughout the world on the heels of human
activity in just three decades (Paupy et al., 2009). Ae. albopictus was first observed in the US in
1985; since then it has been found in 36 states (Moore and Mitchell, 1997; Rochlin et al., 2013a;
Kraemer et al., 2015). It has invaded temperate environments by exploiting a variety of larval
habitats from natural containers (e.g. tree holes) to anthropogenic containers (e.g. discarded tires).
This species can survive extreme weather in microhabitats that buffer these conditions, and lays
diapausing eggs that can survive drought and winter (Becker et al., 2012; Waldock et al., 2013).
Not only has it successfully invaded temperate North America, there is evidence that it outcom-
petes many of the resident mosquito species it encounters (Juliano and Lounibos, 2005; Costanzo
et al., 2011; Rochlin et al., 2013a).
Although the importance of Ae. albopictus in arboviral transmission in the US remains
unclear, multiple endemic arboviruses have been isolated from Ae. albopictus collected in the field
from locations across the globe, including Cache Valley, eastern equine encephalitis, Jamestown
canyon, La Crosse, dengue, CHIKV , ZIKV and West Nile viruses (Gerhardt et al., 2001; Moore
and Mitchell, 1997; Turell et al., 2005; Iba´n˜ez-Bernal et al., 1997; PAHO/WHO, 2016). Local
transmission of dengue and CHIKV viruses by established Ae. albopictus populations has already
occurred in temperate areas of Europe (Chretien and Linthicum, 2007; Rezza et al., 2007) and Asia
(Tsuda et al., 2016; Quam et al., 2016).
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Even in the absence of disease transmission, infestation with Ae. albopictus may accrue
negative health outcomes. It has become the most common nuisance mosquito in the eastern US,
aggressively biting humans during the day, so much so that it is reported as a significant deterrent
of outdoor recreation in northeastern US cities (Dowling et al., 2013a; Worobey et al., 2013; Halasa
et al., 2014). In a survey of residents across six neighborhoods in Washington DC, 61% (n=247) of
those surveyed said they change their behavior (did not spend time outside, take walks, or garden)
in response to Ae. albopictus biting pressure (Dowling et al., 2013a).
Limiting disease transmission and nuisance biting hinges on reducing vector populations
and human-vector contact rates. Principal vector control methods usually include larval source re-
duction to reduce standing water or the use of night-time insecticides, but these methods are less
effective for Aedes in general because these mosquitoes mature in small containers, are active dur-
ing the day, and have evolved resistance to many commonly used insecticides (Bartlett-Healy et al.,
2012; Leisnham and Juliano, 2012; Marcombe et al., 2014). Instead, effective control depends on
the removal or regular maintenance of smaller container habitats, which requires concerted in-
volvement of vector control officials and the community at large.
While the risk of disease transmission and/or nuisance biting is linked to adult popu-
lations (Andreadis et al., 2004; Gratz, 2004), vector population growth is directly influenced by
ecological processes, including climatic conditions and resource quality, at the aquatic juvenile
stages (e.g., eggs, larvae, pupae) (Kraus and Vonesh, 2012; LaDeau et al., 2015). Two key cli-
matic conditions that directly impact Ae. albopictus populations are temperature and precipitation.
Temperature can have both direct and indirect influences on adult and juvenile survival, juvenile
development, and adult female biting behaviors (Alto and Juliano, 2001a,b; Carrington et al., 2013;
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Costa et al., 2010; Couret et al., 2014; Roiz et al., 2010). Likewise, precipitation is necessary to
fill container habitats and maintain water resources necessary for juvenile mosquito development
(Alto and Juliano, 2001a; Bartlett-Healy et al., 2011b; Unlu et al., 2014).
In its native range, Ae. albopictus habitat includes tree holes and other small, naturally
occurring container habitat (Hawley, 1988). However the successful invasion of Ae. albopictus
is tied to its ability to take advantage of artificial container habitats that pervade in human dom-
inated landscapes (Hawley, 1988). Urban environments usually provide ample container habitat
for larval mosquitoes; however, the quality and volume of container habitats has been shown to
vary across fine spatial scales (Leisnham and Slaney, 2009; Yee et al., 2012). Infrastructural decay
manifested as abandoned buildings and semi-permanent dumping grounds (when people dispose
of garbage within residential areas (Hotez et al., 2014)) may increase critical habitat for Ae. al-
bopictus (Becker et al., 2014; Dowling et al., 2013b; Ferwerda, 2009). Lower socioeconomic status
neighborhoods, where histories of public and private disinvestment have increased the likelihood
of abandonment and dumping, have repeatedly been shown to have more discarded containers and
more containers infested with juvenile Ae. albopictus (Bartlett-Healy et al., 2012; Chambers et al.,
1986; Dowling et al., 2013b; Joshi et al., 2006; LaDeau et al., 2013; Rochlin et al., 2013b; Unlu
et al., 2011). However, other research has found that permanent containers that are either more
closely linked to human water storage or retain water for longer are more suitable larval habitats
for Ae. albopictus (Becker et al., 2014; Unlu et al., 2011). These different conclusions are likely
derived from differences in the precipitation context during each study: as the amount of precip-
itation may influence what types of containers are most important at different times. In times
of low precipitation, smaller discarded containers are quick to dry out and may be too transient
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to allow sub-adult development, and Ae. albopictus may persist in places where people irrigate
and unintentionally maintain juvenile mosquito habitat (Bartlett-Healy et al., 2012; Becker et al.,
2014).
Vegetation can also alter habitat suitability for juvenile Ae. albopictus. The most well-
documented effects of vegetation on container-mosquito ecology is the alteration of detrital re-
source inputs into containers (Bartlett-Healy et al., 2012; Kling et al., 2007; Yee et al., 2012).
Additionally, shade may lower water temperature and the rate of evaporation such that water re-
mains standing longer in containers (Beier et al., 1983). Urban vegetation patterns are also linked
to underlying demographic and social processes of cities. For instance, the number of overall
and exotic plant species has been related to the number of people and the age and affluence of
neighborhoods (Johnson et al., 2014; Pickett et al., 2011). Differences in vegetation cover due to
building removal and municipal or community-based management practices may further influence
the quality of urban juvenile mosquito habitat.
The local habitat conditions that influence mosquito life history often vary at spatial
scales significantly finer than the land-use and census tract boundaries that inform many social and
ecological variables (e.g., (Leisnham et al., 2014; Leisnham and Juliano, 2009; Rey et al., 2006)).
Ae. albopictus is likely influenced by local biophysical conditions that support larval develop-
ment, resting survivorship, and host access all within the hundred meter flight range (Marini et al.,
2010). While there is consensus regarding the distribution of Ae. albopictus on large spatial scales,
understanding habitat use and biting behavior variation at fine spatial scales is required to guide
effective vector control. The findings of this study are based on primary, field-collected data across
three active mosquito seasons and five neighborhoods in West Baltimore, Maryland, that represent
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a stark socio-economic gradient. The findings provide novel inference on the interactive influences
of precipitation and key socio-ecological variables that vary within urban environments.
Methods
Neighborhood Selection
We collected data in 5 neighborhoods that spanned low, medium and high socio-economic status
(SES) categorization. These neighborhoods were identified a priori using online data (http://bniajfi.org/
and google maps) and ground surveys to ensure that selected neighborhoods were predominantly
residential and included neighborhoods with median household incomes from below, at and above
the City’s median household income of $41,819 (United States Census Bureau / American FactFinder,
2014). We further examined educational attainment and housing quality extracted from census data
to categorize our 5 focal neighborhoods along a SES gradient (See Supplemental Material: SES
categorization). From the five study neighborhoods, we randomly selected 33 blocks identified as
predominantly residential housing (avoiding blocks with schools, large apartment complexes, and
businesses). Blocks were selected in clusters of two adjacent, with at least one block between each
of the 2-5 cluster pairs per neighborhood (Figure 1).
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Surveillance
We conducted comprehensive, block-scale surveillance of larval habitat three times during each
season (June, July, and September) during the summers of 2013, 2014, and 2015. One block per
cluster was designated as a ”focal” block (16 total) and all accessible containers were sampled
and categorized as structural, functional or trash as in previous work described by (LaDeau et al.,
2013; Dowling et al., 2013b); structural containers were permanent artificial containers; functional
containers were moveable and used for yard work, storage or recreation; and litter or other trash
were categorized as discarded containers. Collected mosquitoes were enumerated and identified to
species.
During the same time period, we conducted adult mosquito sampling for three days ev-
ery three weeks using BG-SentinelTM traps baited with CO2 and octenol lures in each study year.
Octenol lures contain a compound found in cattle odors and human sweat and are widely used to
trap mosquitoes and other blood-feeding animals (Dekel et al., 2016). Traps were deployed in pairs
on twelve of the sixteen focal blocks, three blocks each in high and medium SES locations and six
in low SES sites (Figure 1). Traps were deployed and operational for 72 hours every three weeks
between May and September in 2013, 2014, and 2015. Mean female mosquito densities per trap




We used NOAA GHCN-daily climate data from the Maryland Science Center (GHCND: USW00093784)
(Menne et al., 2015). The station is located on average 3km (SD = 0.44km) from the focal blocks
(Figure 1). We calculated the total precipitation (tenths of mm) for the two weeks preceding each
juvenile sampling date, corresponding to juvenile development timing (Waldock et al., 2013). We
also recorded if it rained in the two days prior to sampling as a binary indicator variable, as this
would inflate the number of rain filled containers present but not provide sufficient time for larval
development. We calculated a long-term average (2005-2015) for each sample period to provide
an index for comparison (Supplemental Figure 1).
Infrastructural Degradation
In 2014, we performed a neighborhood mapping survey in which street segments (mean = 3.4, SD
= 0.9) in each block cluster were surveyed to enumerate specific conditions that might promote Ae.
albopictus population growth. Two researchers walked the length of each tract and independently
counted the number of trees, abandoned buildings (officially condemned or with boarded-up entry),
parks, grass lots, garbage piles, and litter items. Data were entered into a geographic information
system (GIS) using the program QGIS (Quantum GIS Development Team, 2017) and segment
length was calculated in meters. The total segment length surveyed per block cluster ranged from
281 to 695 meters (mean=421, SD=103). Enumerated characteristics were then divided by the
total length surveyed in meters per block cluster to standardize across all block clusters.
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Vegetation
Landsat level 2 surface reflectance normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) data (30m2)
was used to measure vegetation for each year of surveillance (2013-2015). All images were ac-
quired in April (4/21/2013, 4/24/2014, and 4/11/2015). NDVI ranges from 0 to 1, values from
0.2 – 0.5 are considered to represent sparse vegetation whereas values from 0.6-0.9 indicate dense
vegetation (USGS, 2015). NDVI (mean and standard deviation) was calculated for each of the 16
block clusters and values were standardized for each year by subtracting the mean and dividing by
the standard deviation to enable comparisons between years.
Dependent Variable
To best understand how SES characteristics and precipitation influence mosquito production in this
landscape we built off of a commonly used metric of immature mosquito infestation, the container
index. The container index measures the percent of water holding containers positive for imma-
ture mosquitoes and has been linked to adult mosquito densities in Baltimore previously (Bodner,
2014). Underlying our data we find an association between the percent of containers positive and
the number of water holding containers and differences in the number of containers sampled by
block reflective of the underlying total area. Based on these relationships we deem it necessary
to incorporate the sampled area in the calculation of the container index. Therefore, we used
block-level data for each year to estimate the percent of positive containers per square meter by
multiplying the average number of containers per square meter by the percent of positive contain-
ers sampled, henceforth called the standardized container index (SCI).
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Explanatory Variables
In order to evaluate collinearity among the suite of variables enumerated, Pearson product-moment
correlation coefficients were computed comparing median household income, infrastructure con-
dition metrics, and vegetation. Collinearity of explanatory variables were assessed with a cut-off
value of r = 0.5. We explore the power of explanatory variables at both neighborhood and block
scales.
Analysis
We used a generalized linear (Poisson) mixed model to evaluate how socio-ecological indicators,
infrastructural decline and vegetation influence SCI at the block scale. We used mixed model re-
gression to accommodate temporal and spatial sampling structure (sample periods within years).
Model AIC scores were used to compare a baseline model with precipitation, a model that included
both climatic and socio-ecological predictors, and a model that included two-way interaction terms
among predictors (Burnham and Anderson, 2003). Model AIC scores were compared by measur-
ing Delta, which is the difference in AIC score between models (∆AIC). All analyses were done in
the statistical software R with the mixed model regression package glmmADMB (Fournier et al.,




There were differences in the total number of standing abandoned buildings by SES category and
minor fluctuations across years: In high SES blocks there were 3 apparently abandoned structures
out of 509 (1%); in median SES neighborhoods there were on average 56.33 (SD=8.97) out of
1,035 (5%); and in low SES there were on average 403.67 (SD=5.69) out of 1,554 (26%). We
repeated the enumeration of abandoned buildings each year of the study. In middle and low SES
neighborhoods there was a net upward trend in the number of abandoned properties with an addi-
tional 16 in medium and 11 in low SES neighborhoods over the three years of surveillance. The
number of abandoned buildings on a block describes the state of infrastructural degradation and
co-varies with garbage (r=0.83; p-value<0.001) and semi-permanent dumping grounds (r=0.65; p-
value<0.001). The number of abandoned buildings, amount of litter, and semi-permanent dumping
grounds represent proximal measurements for potential breeding habitat. Because these metrics
co-vary we chose to include only the number of abandoned buildings in our model.
While NDVI varies across neighborhoods, it does not vary linearly with income (Supple-
mental Figure 2). The relative greenness of a neighborhood is high for both low and high income
neighborhoods and lowest in medium income ones. Because it does not vary linearly by our SES
categorization as abandoned buildings do, including a vegetation measurement characterizes some-
thing other than what abandoned buildings represents. Furthermore, including a measurement of
vegetation is important because it influences the duration water remains in containers, water tem-
perature, and the availability of nutrients for developing mosquitoes (Tun-Lin et al., 1996). Its
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interactive effect with precipitation is therefore of interest.
The median household income was negatively associated with the quantity of garbage
(r= -0.22; p-value = 0.006), the number of semi-permanent dumping sites (r = -0.36; p<0.001),
and abandoned buildings (r = -0.27; p-value<0.001) but not NDVI (r = -0.05; p-value = 0.56)
in a neighborhood. Due to the intra-neighborhood variability in median household income (See
Supplemental Material: SES categorization) we decided to use more direct measurements of block
cluster socio-ecological variables as described by abandonment and vegetation. The number of
abandoned buildings, the quantity of garbage, and semi-permanent dumping sites support our a
priori designation of a socioeconomic gradient across the selected neighborhoods (Supplemental
Figure 2).
Mosquito Ecology
The 16 focal blocks across the 5 neighborhoods consisted of 2,287 total land parcels, of which we
visited 75.5% across the duration of the study. Sampling access was highest in low SES blocks,
although coverage ranged from 73.0%-77.1% across all neighborhoods. Water samples were col-
lected from 1,342 containers. Of these, 72.8% were positive for Ae. albopictus larvae and 24.2%
positive for Ae. albopictus pupae, regardless of SES category. Nearly 60% of all positive container
habitat contained juvenile Ae. albopictus. Other species collected include Culex (pipiens and
restuans, 32% of positive containers) and Aedes japonicus (10% of positive containers). Aedes
triseriatus, Culex territans and Anopholes spp. occurred in less than 1% of all positive habitats.
Ae. albopictus was the predominant species recovered from adult samples, making up 75% of all
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females collected. Culex spp. (21%), Ae. japonicus (3%), Ae. vexans and Anopholes spp. (<1%
each) were also collected in BG-SentinelTM traps.
Discarded, trash container habitat was the main type of container habitat in median and
low SES blocks, whereas functional and structural container habitat predominated in high SES
blocks (Figure 2; A). Even within a container type category, the mean volume of containers sam-
pled varied across the different neighborhoods, with smaller discarded containers and larger struc-
tural containers in high SES blocks compared to those found in lower SES neighborhoods (Figure
2; B). Consistently, the percentages of positive containers for larvae and pupae were higher in trash
containers, and the highest percent of trash containers positive for Ae. albopictus was in low SES
blocks (Figure 2; C and D).
The final model included precipitation, number of abandoned buildings and vegetation
for each block and with interaction terms (AIC = 1998.2) (Table 1). This model showed improve-
ments over a baseline model with only the temporally-varying climate parameters (previous two
week accumulated precipitation and the two-day indicator) (∆AIC= 550), a model with only spa-
tially predictive variables, abandoned buildings and vegetation (∆AIC = 259), and a model incorpo-
rating both climatic and spatially explicit variables but no interaction terms (∆AIC = 193.6).
The SCI for both pupae and larvae (Figure 3) was positively associated with precipita-
tion, numbers of abandoned buildings and with reduced vegetation (Table 1). In addition, we found
significant interactions that support a mediating effect of abandoned buildings on the influence of
precipitation (Figure 4) and vegetation (Table 1). While areas with more abandoned buildings
had higher SCI overall, the effect of precipitation differed based on abandonment. Blocks with
fewer abandoned buildings showed a negative relationship between increasing precipitation and
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Larvae SCI Pupae SCI Mean Adults
(Intercept) 4.03 (3.54, 4.52) 1.09 (0.67, 1.51) 2.3 (1.98,2.61)
PPT2WK 0.1 (0.08, 0.13) 0.08 (0.05, 0.11) NA
PPT2DY -0.47 (-0.56, -0.38) -0.55 (-0.72, -0.39) NA
NDVI -0.17 (-0.22, -0.12) -0.36 (-0.44, -0.29) -0.08 (-0.16, 0.00)
AB 0.14 (0.08, 0.20) 0.20 (0.12, 0.28) 0.19 (0.12, 0.27)
NDVI : AB 0.14 (0.11, 0.18) 0.15 (0.09, 0.21) 0.36 (0.28, 0.43)
PPT2WK : NDVI 0.03 (0.01, 0.04) 0.08 (0.05, 0.11) NA
PPT2WK : AB 0.09 (0.07, 0.11) 0.09 (0.06, 0.12) NA
Table 1: Poisson generalized linear mixed model results (coefficients and 95% confidence inter-
vals) for larval and pupal SCI and mean adult abundance. SCI = Standardized Container Index;
PPT2WK= Sum of precipitation in the 2 weeks prior to sampling; PPT2DY = indicator variable
(0 or 1) If it rained in neither, one, or both of the two days prior to sampling; AB = abandoned
buildings; NDVI = normalized difference vegetation index.
SCI whereas blocks with more abandoned buildings showed a positive relationship, indicating that
the regulating effects of precipitation on mosquito productivity varies with infrastructure condition.
Likewise, while NDVI was negatively associated with SCI, it was a positive predictor on blocks
with more abandoned buildings (Table 1).
Additionally we modeled the influence of these socio-ecological factors, abandonment
and vegetation, on adult Ae. albopictus populations. The influence of precipitation was left out of
this model as the link between precipitation and adult numbers is more tenuous due to success of
juvenile development and conditions suitable to adult breeding and biting behaviors. We find that
predictors of juvenile habitat production – abandoned buildings and vegetation – are also predic-
tive of spatial-temporal variability of adult abundance (Table 1); Supplemental Figure 3). Adult
abundance was positively associated with the number of abandoned buildings and, while vegeta-
tion on its own was not significant, areas of high abandonment and high vegetation indicate even
greater adult abundance than high abandonment alone (Table 1). Across the 3 years of analysis,
we found significant positive relationships between mean adult abundance and larval SCI (r=0.3,
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p-value=0.004) and mean adult abundance and pupal SCI (r=0.29, p-value=0.005), indicating that
knowing larval or pupal SCI on a given block in a given year is predictive of adult abundance at
that same spatiotemporal scale.
Discussion
We found that infrastructure decay and vegetation both play important roles in determining the dis-
tribution of Ae. albopictus in the urban landscape, with higher rates of abandonment and reduced
vegetation increasing the likelihood of Ae. albopictus infestation. We further show that the level of
abandonment mediates the influence of both precipitation and vegetation on mosquito abundance.
Infrastructural barriers prevalent in many neighborhoods in the US limit human-mosquito expo-
sure, including regular garbage collection, which limits juvenile habitat, and the use of screens and
air conditioning, which reduce vector-host contact rates (Reiter et al., 2003).
Areas with histories of disinvestment in housing and infrastructure, however, are poten-
tial footholds for Ae. albopictus populations and vector-borne disease transmission (Hotez et al.,
2014). The number of abandoned buildings characterizes the current state of infrastructural degra-
dation, reflects a history of disinvestment, and co-varies with median household income, garbage,
and semi-permanent dumping grounds at the block scale. The co-occurrence of semi-permanent
dumping sites with abandoned buildings feeds into a negative feedback loop: neither the city nor
its residents can maintain these areas so more garbage accumulates, pests proliferate, housing val-
ues may continue to decline, and those residents who do not choose or cannot afford to leave are
less able to enjoy the outdoors and are at higher risk for vectors of disease such as Ae. albopictus
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(Biehler, 2013). It is important to note how these drivers and outcomes are coupled. The distribu-
tion of abandoned buildings and urban vegetation is rooted in historical social processes (e.g. the
legacy of redlining; (Biehler, 2013)), and influenced by current issues (e.g. investment or disin-
vestment in housing rehabilitation, planting of trees for climate change mitigation; (Pickett et al.,
2011)).
Ae. albopictus biting may influence changes in human behavior, for example by discour-
aging residents from spending time outdoors – including time during which they might manage
vegetation and trash (Dowling et al., 2013a). On the other hand, emergence of MBDs may influ-
ence future urban management decisions. Finally, in areas with high rates of housing abandonment,
infrastructural integrity and vegetation are linked when abandoned buildings collapse or are demol-
ished and vegetation returns – under either managed or unmanaged conditions. We demonstrate
that at least one metric of vegetation condition, normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), is
an important indicator of juvenile mosquito occurrence, and when high NDVI occurs on a block
with abandoned buildings, it is associated with even greater numbers of adult mosquitoes. Areas
with high abandonment and vegetation may be sources of Ae. albopictus production and target-
ing these ’hot spots’ for vector control interventions could be effective (Unlu et al., 2016). The
negative effect of NDVI on SCI metrics is likely due to increased NDVI in high SES neighbor-
hoods, although its mechanistic significance is not well understood. Juvenile and adult mosquitoes
need vegetation but the expected positive association with vegetation was only evident on blocks
with high abandonment. More work is needed to understand whether this is because high SES
habitat has greater human-derived source reduction, limiting juvenile development regardless of
vegetation resource availability or microhabitat influence. Future research needs to better describe
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and quantify differences in vegetation communities between areas of low vs. high abandonment.
Few studies have undertaken rigorous assessments of vegetation communities in private backyards
across different histories of disinvestment let alone relate differences (if any) to adult mosquito
ecology (Pickett et al., 2011). Variation in vegetation can affect adult mosquito ecology by provid-
ing differences in microsite temperature and humidity, resting sites, and sugar food resources (Gu
et al., 2011; Buckner et al., 2016).
Further we found that more precipitation during the two weeks prior to sampling led to an
increase in the presence of juvenile Ae. albopictus. Significant interactive effects between precip-
itation, vegetation, and abandoned buildings suggest that fine spatial variability in juvenile habitat
productivity responds to precipitation in ways that are mediated by local socio-ecological condi-
tions. The significant interactive effect between abandoned buildings and precipitation within the
previous two weeks indicates that abandoned buildings, and associated discarded container habitat,
are good habitat when it rains but are not as good for juvenile development when precipitation is
low. In contrast, areas with few abandoned buildings and more managed versus discarded con-
tainers are less tightly controlled by weather because people are likely to water and/or manage
these containers. The projected changes in climate for the northeastern US, especially increased
temperatures and precipitation, (Pachauri et al., 2014) portend conditions that may increase vector
abundance and disease transmission. Climate change may influence Ae. albopictus distribution,
abundance, and ability to spread arboviruses; however, the influences of climate and climate change
cannot be disentangled from urban socio-ecological influences that contribute to mosquito habitat
and production. The interactive effects between precipitation, abandonment, and vegetation in our
models indicate that precipitation is not a good predictor unless we account for mechanisms driven
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by human practices at the local level.
The potential ecosystem benefits of urban trees for human health – decreased temper-
atures, reduced air pollution, and increased physical activity (Taylor and Hochuli, 2015) – may
be offset by the proliferation of Ae. albopictus that preferentially seek shady habitat within urban
areas (Leisnham and Slaney, 2009). Areas with high abandonment and infrastructure demoli-
tion are easy targets for increasing urban tree canopy and meeting urban ’greening’ goals (e.g.,
http://treebaltimore.org). The consequences of increasing tree canopy or vegetation greenness
across a city are not clear and unlikely to be linear. Our data show that increasing NDVI without re-
moving and limiting discarded container habitat may exacerbate mosquito infestations. Likewise,
under drier precipitation regimes the value of increased canopy for minimizing heat may have the
unintended effects that allow for greater production and survival of Ae. albopictus in urban areas.
Other researchers have found differences in Ae. albopictus response to tree canopy in urban areas,
implying that while individual trees promote greater abundance, larger patches of trees may reduce
Ae. albopictus abundance (Bartlett-Healy et al., 2012; Rochlin et al., 2013b). A more complete
understanding of the relationship between vegetation and Ae. albopictus is essential for informing
future urban greening efforts that aim to reduce environmental health disparities and combat cli-
mate change. Future research should investigate the influence of different configuration and types
of vegetation by comparing vacant lots to gardens, investigating patch size of vegetation, and even
characterize plant communities. Currently a large ”natural experiment” is underway across many
urban landscapes, where re-greening follows demolition of abandoned buildings and re-purposing
of vacant lots. These efforts are largely advancing without rigorous examination of either intended
or unintended consequences for human health.
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While Ae. albopictus has been observed to take blood meals from many different verte-
brate species (Niebylski et al., 1994), it has been shown to preferentially bite humans in areas of
high population density (Faraji et al., 2014). While risk to some may be elevated, fewer people
live in areas with high rates of building abandonment. Even with associated higher Ae. albopictus
infestation rates, the ratio of mosquitoes to humans may be lower in areas with fewer people. More
research on Ae. albopictus biting behavior within urban areas is needed to understand where risk
to humans is greatest.
This research used data collected at a fine spatial scale, across an SES gradient in West
Baltimore, Maryland over three mosquito seasons with different climatic conditions. With this
spatiotemporal resolution, we have been able to quantify fine scale differences in container habitat
across a steep SES gradient, both within and across neighborhoods. Based on the links between
SES, container habitat, and infrastructural integrity, SES profiles emerge. We find that low SES
blocks with higher rates of abandonment are also disproportionately represented by low volume,
unmanaged containers. Regardless of SES, trash containers are more likely to be infested with
Ae. albopictus than other container types and the highest infestation rates are in low SES blocks.
These vary by neighborhood condition in ways that are in accordance with others (Dowling et al.,
2013a,b; LaDeau et al., 2013) and suggest that Ae. albopictus reduction should be targeted and
site-specific across an SES gradient to be most effective. Removing garbage and permanent dump-
ing sites in these areas may greatly reduce the total number of unmanaged containers, the number
positive for juvenile Ae. albopictus, and the number of biting adults.
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Conclusion
Ae. albopictus populations remain unchecked in temperate North America. Urban centers are
particularly at risk of local mosquito-borne disease transmission due to endemic Ae. albopictus
populations, connectivity to regions with epidemics, and the density of susceptible people who
live in cities (Manore et al., 2017). Areas of endemic poverty and urban decay embedded within
northeastern US cities may provide footholds for pestiferous Ae. albopictus populations. Climatic
changes and associated urban greening initiatives are likely to influence Ae. albopictus popula-
tions in ways that are directly affected by neighborhood condition and human behavior. While
promising vaccines for arboviruses are under development, the introduction of other, emergent ar-
boviruses (e.g. Mayaro; (Moore and Mitchell, 1997)) is possible. Reducing critical habitat for Ae.
albopictus mosquitoes in the northeastern US is essential to reduce nuisance biting as well as trans-
mission risk for present and future arboviruses. The findings highlight the tremendous fine-scale
spatial heterogeneities in mosquito habitats within urban environments. By acknowledging and
describing driving factors of this urban heterogeneity, we can achieve more effective and specific
mosquito and mosquito-borne disease control. Sustainable management decisions will need to em-
brace the interlocking issues of poverty, urban decay, climate change, urban greening initiatives,
and Ae. albopictus infestation.
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Figures
Figure 1: Overview maps: A. Location of Baltimore, MD; B. Location of West Baltimore neigh-
borhoods and GHCN weather station within the city limits of Baltimore; and C. close up view of
the neighborhoods showing the spatial distribution of block clusters within neighborhoods, street
segments surveyed for neighborhood attributes, parcels sampled for juvenile mosquitoes, and lo-
cation of BG-SentinelTM traps for adult surveillance.
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Figure 2: A. Mean containers per square kilometer; B. Mean container size in liters; C. Mean
percent of containers positive for larvae; and D. Mean percent of containers positive for pupae for
each Socioeconomic Status and container type (functional, structural, or trash).
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Figure 3: Standardized Container Index (SCI) used to account for differences in underlying block
cluster areas and therefor differences in the number of containers present for sampling.
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Figure 4: Mediating effect of abandoned buildings on the influence of precipitation (mm) on SCI
larvae.
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Supplemental Material: SES Categorization
While a singular focus on median household income is often used to categorize socio-economic
status (SES), there are other important components of SES that help to quantify differences across
geographical areas such as neighborhoods. Intra-neighborhood variability of median household
income is high due to the fact that neighborhoods and census tracts do not align geographically
(e.g. the West Baltimore neighborhood of Harlem Park spans 7 census tracts, while other tracts
span multiple neighborhoods). The 2009-2013 ACS median household income estimates and the
percent of people living below the poverty level suggest a socioeconomic gradient from low to high
across the selected neighborhoods (Figure 1). A clearer gradient emerges from differences in the
educational attainment of the neighborhoods as measured by the percent of people with a bache-
lor’s degree or higher (Figure 1). Census tracts with larger populations of students, for instance,
have reduced median incomes for different reasons than tracts with larger numbers of families in
poverty. Taken together, we believe we have captured a range of socioeconomic status from low
in Harlem Park and Franklin Square, to medium in Union Square and Hollins Market, to high in
Bolton Hill.
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Figure 1: Neighborhood SES. All values from the 2009-2013 American Community Survey
(ACS). Percent below poverty level and percent bachelor’s degree or higher show variability across
census tracts within each neighborhood, neighborhoods without variability fall inside one census
tract. For Median household income, we used the ACS 90% confidence interval of the median
household income estimate. (HP = Harlem Park; FS = Franklin Square; US = Union Square; HM
= Hollins Market; and BH = Bolton Hill)
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Supplemental Material: Figures
Figure 1: Total precipitation for each sample period of each year, red bars indicate the long-term
average of the corresponding time period for comparison.
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Figure 2: Measurements of abandoned buildings, litter, semi permanent dumping grounds, and
NDVI values as calculated for each block cluster by neighborhood.
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Figure 3: Heat maps for larvae SCI (top); pupae SCI (middle); and adult abundance (bottom) by
block cluster and year (2013-2015). Classification is by quartile.
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ABSTRACT
Ae. albopictus, an invasive mosquito vector now endemic to much of the northeastern US, is a
significant public health threat both as a nuisance biter and vector of disease (e.g. chikungunya
virus). Here, we aim to quantify the relationships between local environmental and meteorological
conditions and the abundance of Ae. albopictus mosquitoes in New York City. Using statistical
modeling, we create a fine-scale spatially explicit risk map of Ae. albopictus abundance and val-
idate the accuracy of spatiotemporal model predictions using observational data from 2016. We
find that the spatial variability of annual Ae. albopictus abundance is greater than its temporal
variability in New York City but that both local environmental and meteorological conditions are
associated with Ae. albopictus numbers. Specifically, key land use characteristics, including open
spaces, residential areas, and vacant lots, and spring and early summer meteorological conditions
are associated with annual Ae. albopictus abundance. In addition, we investigate the distribution
of imported chikungunya cases during 2014 and use these data to delineate areas with the highest
rates of arboviral importation. We show that the spatial distribution of imported arboviral cases
has been mostly discordant with mosquito production and thus, to date, has provided a check on
local arboviral transmission in New York City. We do, however, find concordant areas where high
Ae. albopictus abundance and chikungunya importation co-occur. Public health and vector control
officials should prioritize control efforts to these areas and thus more cost effectively reduce the
risk of local arboviral transmission. The methods applied here can be used to monitor and identify
areas of risk for other imported vector-borne diseases.
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Introduction
Aedes albopictus Skuse 1984, also known as the Asian tiger mosquito, is an invasive mosquito
of growing consequence and concern especially for temperate areas (Juliano and Lounibos, 2005;
Leisnham and Juliano, 2012). Originating from Southeast Asia, this mosquito has expanded its
range globally over the past three decades (Paupy et al., 2009). Its invasiveness is linked to its
ability to exploit a range of container habitats, to lay desiccation resistant eggs that can survive
without water for up to a year, and to oviposit eggs that hatch in installments (Paupy et al., 2009).
In North America it was first observed in Texas in 1985 and its spread to the northeastern US was
linked to the highway network (Moore and Mitchell, 1997). To date there are over 500 counties
in 34 states as well as the District of Columbia where Ae. albopictus has been reported (Kraemer
et al., 2015; Hahn et al., 2016).
In the last two decades, the Americas have witnessed the emergence of a number of epi-
demic arboviruses of public health significance: Beginning in the 1990s the resurgence and spread
of dengue (DENV), in 1999 the arrival of West Nile virus (WNV), and in 2013 the explosive spread
of chikungunya (CHIKV). In the past year, the western hemisphere has experienced yet another
arbovirus, Zika (ZIKV). These diseases incur significant costs to local economies and health care
systems. Acute symptoms are typically not life-threatening; however, chronic conditions associ-
ated with these arboviruses are serious and in the case of the link between ZIKV and congenital
microcephaly, particularly devastating. Much of DENV, CHIKV, and ZIKV transmission is tied
to the Ae. aegypti mosquito, which has a strong proclivity for biting humans, bites multiple times
per blood meal, and lives in close proximity to people, developing and resting in and around peo-
ple’s homes. These factors increase the potential for arbovirus transmission by Ae. aegypti. In
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contrast, Ae. albopictus is considered a less efficient vector of these arboviruses due to its more
catholic biting habits and exploitation of a variety of container habitats, not just peridomestic en-
vironments.
Ae. albopictus is more cold tolerant than Ae. aegypti and can survive freezing temper-
atures. In colder regions where Ae. aegypti is absent, Ae. albopictus proliferates in urban areas
and may even preferentially bite humans (Li et al., 2014; Mun˜noz et al., 2011; Kamgang et al.,
2012; Faraji et al., 2014). As a consequence Ae. albopictus has been implicated as the primary
vector of DENV and CHIKV in colder temperate areas (Rezza, 2012). Local transmission of these
arboviruses by established Ae. albopictus populations has already occurred in temperate areas of
Europe (Chretien and Linthicum, 2007; Rezza et al., 2007) and Asia (Tsuda et al., 2016; Quam
et al., 2016), and local transmission of DENV has occurred in the northeastern US with one case
reported in Suffolk County, New York in 2013 (CDC ArboNet, 2013). Its potential as a vector of
disease has also been demonstrated in tropical and subtropical areas. During a 2007 ZIKV outbreak
in Gabon, Ae. albopictus was identified as the principal vector (Grard et al., 2014) and recently
ZIKV was detected in Ae. albopictus in Mexico (PAHO/WHO, 2016). Even in the absence of
disease transmission, infestation with Ae. albopictus may accrue negative health outcomes. In the
eastern US, it has become the most common nuisance mosquito, aggressively biting humans dur-
ing the day – so much so that it is a leading deterrent of outdoor recreation in cities (Gratz, 2004;
Dowling et al., 2013a; Halasa et al., 2014; Worobey et al., 2013).
New York City (NYC) is a hub for international travel, which increases the chance of ar-
bovirus introduction into local Ae. albopictus populations. There have been many arbovirus cases
imported into New York: during 2014, 803 imported CHIKV cases representing 29% of all US im-
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ported cases, and during 2016, 1001 ZIKV cases representing 21% of all US imported cases (CDC
ArboNet, 2014, 2017). True importation rates are likely higher given the asymptomatic rates of
these diseases (25% for CHIKV and 80% for ZIKV (Duffy et al., 2009; Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, 2011)). Given these high rates of importation, it is logical to investigate whether
the conditions necessary for local arbovirus transmission – the mosquito vector, the virus, and the
ecological and epidemiological conditions suitable for transmission – co-occur in NYC. Our aims
for this study are to identify the factors affecting Ae. albopictus abundance and the importation of




The New York Department of Health and Mental Hygiene’s (NYC DOHMH) Office of Vector
Surveillance and Control has 52 permanent mosquito surveillance sites spanning the five boroughs
of NYC. These 52 sites were established in 1999 after the introduction of WNV to NYC, and
remained in operation each season from June 1st to October 31st. The trap locations and trap
types deployed (gravid and light traps) are specifically targeted to collect WNV vectors (i.e. Culex
mosquitoes). While not as effective as BG Sentinel traps for detecting the presence (especially
low numbers) of Ae. albopictus (Farajollahi et al., 2009; Fonseca et al., 2013), these traps have
been used to determine Ae. albopictus distribution and abundance (Rochlin et al., 2013a). Weekly
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data from the light and gravid traps were combined as has been done previously to reduce bias and
increase the power of analysis (Rochlin et al., 2013a).
Meteorological and Local Environmental Conditions
Our modeling approach exploits links between meteorological and local environmental factors
and Ae. albopictus populations in the northeastern US (see supporting information). To measure
temporal differences in meteorological factors in NYC we used the North American Land Data As-
similation System (NLDAS) dataset, a combined NASA/NOAA product, which provides gridded
estimates of near-surface meteorological conditions at 13 km x 13 km spatial resolution (Mitchell
et al., 2004). Hourly estimates of precipitation measured in millimeters per hour, temperature mea-
sured in Kelvin 2-m above ground, and specific humidity measured in kilograms per kilograms 2-m
above ground were used to calculate monthly averages for the years 2006 - 2016.
To measure fine-scale spatial differences in the urban environment we used 3 foot spatial
resolution land cover data (University of Vermont Spatial Analysis Laboratory and New York City
Urban Field Station, 2012). This land cover dataset defines 7 land cover classes (trees, grass, bare,
building, road, other paved, and water). We further calculated the Shannon diversity index (SDI) at
the same three foot spatial resolution, which provides an estimate of environmental heterogeneity
accounting for both the total proportional area of each land cover class (abundance) as well as the







where the proportion of land cover class i relative to the total number of classes (pi) is
multiplied by the natural logarithm of this proportion (lnpi), summed across classes, and multiplied
by -1.
To determine the area covered by one or two family residential buildings, open spaces,
and vacant lots we used data from PLUTO, a geographically registered dataset created by the
Department of City Planning at the tax lot level for the city of New York (NYC Department of
City Planning, Information Technology Division, 2016). We created raster grids of the PLUTO
data at the same spatial resolution as the land cover classes.
We calculated the proportion of each of the 11 environmental variables (7 land cover,
SDI, and 3 PLUTO) within 200m of every pixel in the mapped domain representing NYC. Because
Ae. albopictus has a flight range under 200m (Marini et al., 2010), each pixel (which supplies an
accounting of each of the 11 environmental variables within the 200m buffer) provides a synopsis
of the environmental conditions Ae. albopictus would be exposed to if present at that location in
NYC. Next, we standardized these values by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard
deviation across the whole domain (Gelman and Hill, 2006). We extracted the standardized values
at each of the 52 permanent trap locations to estimate local environmental conditions in order to
model annual Ae. albopictus abundance.
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Modeling
We employed an ensemble modeling approach, here defined as the formal weighted averaging of
simulations from multiple models. Ensemble modeling was carried out in order to improve over-
all model fit and reconcile competing predictions. To select the set of models used for ensemble
modeling we first selected only those models for which all explanatory variables were significant
with 95% confidence. Models were then ranked by goodness-of-fit estimated using a second order
Akaike Information Criterion (AICc), which more accurately takes into consideration the number
of parameters in the model and provides better comparison across models with different num-
bers of parameters. For each model we calculated the Akaike weight, a relative measure of the
model plausibility compared to the best fitting model (the model with the lowest AICc) given the
data. The ensemble set is determined as the smallest subset of models whose Akaike weights sum
to 0.95. This ensemble set was used to make parameter inferences and to calculate model aver-
aged predictions with unconditional confidence intervals (for more information see (Little et al.,
2016)).
To assess the temporal influence of meteorological conditions we used a generalized lin-
ear negative binomial model (link=log) with trap location as a random effect to assess the influence
of monthly meteorological conditions on the observed annual trap count of Ae. albopictus. Models
using combinations of 4 monthly meteorological conditions restricted to January through August
of each year were tested as predictors of annual abundance. In this lagged model form, climatic
processes affecting mosquito processes across years were not considered.
To understand the spatial influence of local environmental conditions we used a gener-
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alized linear negative binomial model (link=log) with year as a random effect to assess the in-
fluence of local environmental characteristics on observed annual abundance of Ae. albopictus
for each trap location. We tested all possible combinations of the 11 explanatory environmental
variables.
Parameters from the temporal and spatial model ensembles of high importance were
retained for use in a spatiotemporal model. Parameter importance was calculated by tallying the
Akaike model weights for each model in the ensemble for which the parameter was included.
Thus a greater score indicates greater parameter importance compared to other parameters tested.
Parameters of high importance were determined as those with a score greater than 0.5.
For the spatiotemporal model form we used a generalized linear negative binomial model
without random effects, which assumes that inclusion of both environmental and meteorological
factors explains the latent spatiotemporal variability characterized by the random effects in the
separate temporal and spatial models.
We used the package glmmADMB to fit mixed effect models (Fournier et al., 2012;
Skaug et al., 2012) and MuMIn for model averaging (Barton, 2011). All analyses were run in the
statistical software R (R Core Team, 2014).
Validation, Prediction and Mapping
To validate model performance, we used leave-one-out temporal cross validation (LOOTCV). Each
year of data (2006-2016) was iteratively omitted from the analysis and the accuracy of the compiled
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set of predictions from the LOOTCV models was then compared to the predictions based on the full
record. In addition, weighted average predictions were generated for 2016 using the spatiotemporal
ensemble model. The accuracy of these predictions was evaluated using the measured annual
abundance of Ae. albopictus at the 52 trapping sites during 2016. To the best of our knowledge
this study represents the first fine scale prediction effort of Ae. albopictus abundance that includes
validation based not just on LOOTCV but also out-of-sample data.
To map the empirical relationships we used the raster surface layers depicting the stan-
dardized departures for each of the environmental variables as described earlier (see methods sub-
section meteorological and local environmental conditions). Raster surface layers of meteorologi-
cal variables were created through interpolation based on the spatial locations of the NLDAS grid
centroids. We then multiplied each corresponding surface raster layer with the coefficient esti-
mated through ensemble spatiotemporal modeling. The resulting map provides a detailed spatial
prediction of the abundance of Ae. albopictus throughout NYC given the parameters investigated.
Distribution of Imported CHIKV Cases in 2014
Both the mosquito vector and arbovirus are needed to support local transmission of disease. To
determine where the second factor, the arbovirus, is likely to be introduced, we investigated im-
ported CHIKV cases in NYC during 2014. Imported CHIKV cases in NYC were provided at the
zipcode level by the Zoonotic, Influenza and Vector-borne Disease Unit of the NYC DOHMH for
each month of 2014. 599 cases of CHIKV were reported between May and December 2014 across
124 zipcodes. Again, these numbers are likely an underestimate as 25% of infections are asymp-
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tomatic (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2011). We calculated the standardized ratio
for the number of CHIKV cases reported in NYC during 2014 as the number of observed cases
divided by the number of expected CHIKV cases for each zipcode (Oi/Ei). The expected number
of CHIKV cases (Ei) was calculated by multiplying the population for each zipcode (Pi) by the
ratio of observed cases to the population across all zipcodes (O+/P+). By taking into account
the population estimate for each zipcode we are able to compare across zipcodes with differing
underlying populations and more accurately assess risk of CHIKV importation. Further, we used
a spatiotemporal Poisson probability model in the program SatScan (Kulldorff, 1997) to detect hot
spots of CHIKV cases in time and space during the 2014 epidemic in NYC.
Risk of Autochthonous Disease Spread
We calculated the mean predicted value of Ae. albopictus abundance for 2016 for each zipcode in
NYC. The zipcode scale is the spatial unit for vector control efforts in NYC and the scale at which
the arbovirus data are available from the NYC DOHMH. We categorized predicted zipcode level
values of Ae. albopictus abundance and imported CHIKV cases into four categories by quartile. To
identify three levels of risk (zipcodes of concordant high Ae. albopictus abundance and high risk
of arbovirus importation) we determined Ae. albopictus and imported CHIKV cases counts above





The surveillance data provide a record of the invasion and establishment of Ae. albopictus in NYC.
This mosquito was first trapped in the Bronx during 2000, between 2000 and 2005 was caught in
increasing trap numbers across the city, and between 2006 and 2016 was caught in over 96% of
traps. We thus restricted our analysis to the period after invasion from 2006 to 2016. Between 2006
and 2016, 61,977 Ae. albopictus mosquitoes were caught in gravid and light traps across the 52
permanent trap locations. The annual numbers of traps collecting Ae. albopictus (traps positive),
the total Ae. albopictus mosquitoes caught in gravid and light traps, and the abundance (calculated
as the number caught per trap location divided by the 23 weeks of surveillance) for gravid, light,
and both trap types together are shown in Table 1 and Fig 1.
Mean (SD) Mean (SD)
Traps Total Gravid Total Light Mean (SD)
Year Positive (%) Gravid Abundance Light Abundance Abundance
2006 50 (96%) 2386 2.07 (2.64) 4883 4.25 (5.79) 3.16 (4.04)
2007 50 (96%) 3107 2.70 (315) 3977 3.46 (4.38) 3.08 (3.37)
2008 51 (98%) 4332 3.70 (3.38) 4373 3.73 (4.44) 3.71 (3.74)
2009 52 (100%) 2456 2.05 (2.35) 3074 2.57 (2.88) 2.31 (2.43)
2010 52 (100%) 1427 1.19 (1.08) 2038 1.70 (2.13) 1.15 (1.41)
2011 52 (100%) 2687 2.25 (2.57) 3610 3.02 (3.10) 2.63 (2.43)
2012 52 (100%) 3679 3.08 (2.96) 4075 3.41 (3.13) 3.24 (2.67)
2013 52 (100%) 2255 1.89 (1.93) 3149 2.63 (2.99) 2.26 (2.27)
2014 52 (100%) 1526 1.28 (1.62) 1914 1.60 (1.32) 1.43 (1.30)
2015 52 (100%) 1190 0.99 (1.31) 1202 1.01 (1.30) 1.00 (1.28)
2016 52 (100%) 1914 1.60 (1.92) 2723 2.28 (2.84) 1.94 (2.12)
Table 1: Overview of entomologic data showing the number of traps collecting Ae. albopictus
(traps positive), the total mosquitoes caught in gravid and light traps, and the abundance (calculated
as the number caught per trap location divided by the 23 weeks of surveillance) for gravid, light,
and both trap types together.
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Spatiotemporal Modeling
The subset of important parameters from the spatial and temporal modeling efforts include Febru-
ary specific humidity, April precipitation, June temperature, and June precipitation, as well as the
extent of residential buildings, open spaces, vacant lots, water, and grass. With these nine variables
we fit generalized linear negative binomial models using all combinations of these variables. Of
those tested, 137 were significant and 10 were included in the ensemble model set (Table 2; Fig 2).
Model AICc Weight Open Residential Vacant Water Grass April Feb. June June
Space Lots PPT SH PPT TEMP
1 1947.05 0.42 -0.15 0.16 0.08 0.15 0.34 0.40 0.18 0.16
2 1947.22 0.38 -0.08 0.16 0.10 -0.14 0.35 0.41 0.18 0.16
3 1951.92 0.04 0.23 0.12 -0.18 0.35 0.41 0.18 0.15
4 1951.96 0.04 -0.11 0.16 0.11 0.34 0.41 0.17 0.16
5 1953.16 0.02 -0.12 0.17 0.09 -0.11 0.12 0.29 0.39 0.09
6 1953.70 0.02 -0.12 0.16 0.09 -0.11 0.12 0.28 0.37 0.09
7 1953.87 0.01 -0.17 0.16 -0.11 0.19 0.34 0.40 0.18 0.17
8 1954.03 0.01 -0.15 0.16 0.09 0.15 0.29 0.38 0.18
9 1954.09 0.01 -0.19 0.16 0.22 0.34 0.40 0.17
10 1954.31 0.01 -0.08 0.16 0.11 -0.14 0.29 0.39 0.09
Table 2: Spatiotemporal ensemble model set ranked by AICc.
Model Based Predictions and Validation
The temporal ensemble model predictions (made using monthly mean estimates of meteorological
conditions) shows broad confidence intervals that are similar across all 52 permanent trap locations
(Fig 3). This near uniformity is due to the small differences in meteorological conditions within
NYC (Supporting information Fig 1). We used root mean squared error (RMSE) to compare the
accuracy of the temporal, spatial, and spatiotemporal model predictions with the observed values
for 2016. RMSE is largest for temporal ensemble predictions (2.58), followed by spatial ensem-
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ble predictions (2.25), and lowest for spatiotemporal ensemble predictions (1.75). RMSE for the
LOOTCV model spanning all 11 years of analysis (RMSE = 2.38) and the full spatiotemporal
model (RMSE=2.34) predictions were comparable (Supplemental Fig 1), indicating that out-of-
sample prediction is possible and that no single year overly dominates the model structure.
Risk of Autochthonous Disease Spread
To map predicted Ae. albopictus abundance for 2016 across NYC at fine spatial resolution we used
the ensemble coefficient estimates from the spatiotemporal modeling effort and the surface raster
grids created for each parameter (Fig 4, Panel I; Supplemental Fig 2). Ae. albopictus are predicted
to be most abundant in parts of Staten Island, and southern Brooklyn and Queens.
During 2014 both imported CHIKV cases and Ae. albopictus abundance peaked in Au-
gust suggesting that epidemic risk coincided temporally with mosquito abundance. In Fig 4 (Panel
II) the spatial distribution of imported CHIKV cases is presented by zipcode. Zipcodes with higher
risk are in northern Manhattan and the Bronx. Overlaid are the results from the spatiotemporal
Poisson probability model run in SatScan (Fig 4, Panel II, bottom). Through this analysis we find
a significant cluster of imported CHIKV cases between the months of July and October across 28
zipcodes verifying increased risk in upper Manhattan and the Bronx.
Using the mean predicted values of Ae. albopictus annual abundance by zipcode in con-
junction with the distribution of imported CHIKV cases from 2014 we are able to ascribe risk for
local transmission in NYC. We find that the distribution of imported CHIKV cases and areas of
high Ae. albopictus abundance are mainly discordant; however, there are some areas of concor-
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dance, including parts of southern Queens in the vicinity of John F. Kennedy airport, as well as the
Bronx (Fig 4; Panel III). These delineated areas of higher risk should inform vector control and
public health personnel where to target control for Ae. albopictus-borne disease.
Discussion
Here, we examined the separate temporal and spatial influences, as well as the combined spa-
tiotemporal influences, on annual Ae. albopictus abundance in NYC using ensemble modeling
methods. We find that spatial variability is greater than temporal variability, suggesting that local
environmental conditions are a stronger determinant of Ae. albopictus abundance than inter-annual
differences in meteorological conditions. This may be due to a general availability of hospitable
meteorological conditions in NYC (Supporting information Fig 1) or may reflect the finer spatial
resolution of the local environmental conditions compared to that of the meteorological data used
in the analysis. Taken at face value, this finding underscores a greater importance of local environ-
mental predictors over meteorological effects on annual Ae. albopictus abundance. However the
improvement of model fit with the inclusion of both meteorological and environmental conditions
indicates the importance of both for predicting annual Ae. albopictus abundance.
Meteorological conditions in the spring and early summer (February specific humidity,
April and June precipitation, and June temperature) positively influence Ae. albopictus abundance.
Higher February specific humidity indicates wetter, warmer conditions in February – conditions
that may improve survivorship of overwintering eggs. April and June precipitation may increase
container habitat for Ae. albopictus, leading to an increase in overall annual Ae. albopictus abun-
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dance. The influence of early season rainfall may be because rainfall early in the season is more
directly linked to Ae. albopictus production than rainfall later in the breeding season which is de-
coupled from mosquito production by human watering activities (Waldock et al., 2013). Warmer
temperatures in early summer, i.e. June, may lead to an acceleration of Ae. albopictus reproduc-
tion early in the season which may in turn lead to higher annual numbers. The importance of early
season meteorological conditions suggests that annual predictions can be made ahead of peak Ae.
albopictus populations in NYC, which may be useful for vector control initiatives.
Of the environmental parameters tested we find that open spaces, residential areas, vacant
lots, water, and grass influence Ae. albopictus abundance. The land use classifications (residential,
open spaces, and vacant lots) were more important than individual land cover categories or the SDI
in predicting Ae. albopictus abundance. Land use classifications depict a particular configuration
of land cover types. Within open spaces, mainly parks in NYC (NYC Department of City Planning,
Information Technology Division, 2016) we find 35% of the area is trees, 39% grass, and only 1%
buildings. These areas had a negative influence on the annual abundance of Ae. albopictus. Vacant
lots have a similar composition of trees (25%), grass (37%), and buildings (7%) as open spaces
albeit with fewer trees and more buildings. In contrast to open spaces, vacant lots had a positive
influence on annual Ae. albopictus abundance. This difference may be explained by how humans
engage with these different land use classifications. Unlike open spaces, vacant lots tend to be
unmanaged areas where weedy vegetation is left and trash accumulates; characteristics noted by
others to be associated with higher Ae. albopictus infestation (LaDeau et al., 2013; Dowling et al.,
2013b; Yee et al., 2012; Unlu et al., 2011).
Residential areas in NYC have a more equitable distribution of trees (21%), grass (15%),
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and buildings (25%) and were the most important environmental parameter predicting high Ae. al-
bopictus populations. Residential areas and vacant lots, likely have more available containers than
open spaces; however, the types of containers may differ substantially between areas designated as
residential or vacant lots; with more permanent water holding containers more closely linked with
human watering in residential areas compared to more discarded water holding containers more
closely linked with rainfall in vacant lots (Becker et al., 2014). The positive influences of both res-
idential and vacant areas on annual Ae. albopictus populations suggest that habitat requirements
are met in these locations. Further, because these mosquitoes do not travel far during their life-
times, this indicates that the habitat requirements of this vector are met at both immature and adult
life stages. While water holding containers suitable for mosquito development are present in both
environments, the types of containers likely differ substantially (Leisnham and Slaney, 2009; Yee
et al., 2012). Thus when it is dry Ae. albopictus populations may only flourish in residential areas
and future analysis should investigate the interactive effects of meteorological conditions, in par-
ticular precipitation, with land use classifications to further examine the influence of sociological
processes on Ae. albopictus populations.
The data used for this analysis are somewhat limited by the trap types and locations of
collection. The 52 permanent trap locations were installed in 1999 after the introduction of WNV
in NYC and both the trap locations and trap types deployed are specifically targeted to collect
WNV vectors (i.e. Culex mosquitoes). The trap types, light and gravid traps are not as well suited
to capture Ae. albopictus compared to other traps such as BG Sentinel traps. BG Sentinel traps
were deployed for the first time in 2016, and the results of this analysis can be used to further
inform placement of BG sentinel traps to areas predicted to have high Ae. albopictus populations.
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70% (n=37) of the permanent trap locations are within park boundaries in NYC. While other
researchers have found that small green islands within urban areas are hot spots for Ae. albopictus
and disease transmission (Manica et al., 2016; Tsuda et al., 2016; Ferwerda, 2009), the results of
this analysis suggest that residential areas are likely to have higher Ae. albopictus populations than
park land in NYC. Thus, while the current surveillance provides an important time series of annual
Ae. albopictus abundance, an expansion of trap locations to reflect local environmental conditions
that favor Ae. albopictus such as in residential areas and vacant lots may provide better population
estimates.
While the spatiotemporal ensemble model predictions for 2016 capture the range of ob-
servations, they overestimate annual Ae. albopictus abundance when observations are low and
underestimate annual Ae. albopictus abundance when observations are high (Fig 3). This limita-
tion may be due to the spatial or temporal scales on which we based our measurements. Indeed,
the predictive capability of the spatiotemporal model may be improved by incorporating measures
of meteorological and environmental conditions at different scales.
In evaluating the risk of local arbovirus transmission, we find that the distribution of
Ae. albopictus and imported CHIKV cases is temporally aligned (Fig 4, Panel II, bottom) but
primarily spatially discordant, which provides a check on local transmission in NYC. However,
we do identify locales at higher risk (Fig 4, Panel III), which should provide guidance for future
vector surveillance and control as well as public health educational campaigns. The distribution
of imported DENV and ZIKV cases should be compared to the CHIKV cases mapped here to
determine any similarities or differences in the distribution of imported arboviruses across NYC
and assess if the spatiotemporal distribution of imported CHIKV case is suitable for ascribing
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overall risk of arboviral introduction into local Ae. albopictus populations.
Local transmission of CHIKV by Ae. albopictus has not been reported in NYC likely due
to a combination of the strain currently circulating in the western hemisphere and socioeconomic
conditions in the northeastern US that limit vector-host contact rates. The CHIKV strain circulating
in the western hemisphere belongs to the Asian lineage, while local CHIKV transmission by Ae.
albopictus in temperate Europe is linked to the CHIKV variant (E1 – 226V) which is more readily
transmitted by Ae. albopictus (Schuffenecker et al., 2006; Tsetsarkin et al., 2011; Coffey et al.,
2014). A future introduction of the E1 – 226V variant might thus lead to local CHIKV transmission
in the northeastern US by Ae. albopictus.
Socioeconomic factors, in particular, window screens and access to air conditioning that
limit vector-host contact rates, have restricted the temperate spread of MBDs in the US (Van-
wambeke et al., 2011; Reiter et al., 2003). While these barriers are typically sufficient against
MBDs in the US, their distribution remains inequitable and their permanence is not guaranteed. In
NYC access to air conditioning is variable, with up to 40% of senior citizens in areas of Brooklyn
and the Bronx reporting no access (Klein Rosenthal et al., 2014). Further analysis could incor-
porate social risks such as these to better focus vector control and public health education efforts.
Additionally, climate-related extreme weather events are expected to produce increased damage to
infrastructure and power outages, which could significantly alter mosquito-human contact rates.
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Conclusion
Ae. albopictus is a pestiferous mosquito that reduces outdoor use and effectively transmits a num-
ber of emergent arboviruses (Moore and Mitchell, 1997). Currently there are no vaccines or treat-
ments available for these arboviruses. Limiting disease transmission still hinges on effective vector
control, which depends on removal and/or regular maintenance of containers, efforts that require
concerted, coordinated efforts between vector control officers and communities. Entomological
surveillance records widespread and abundant Ae. albopictus populations in NYC (Table 1; Fig 1)
despite ongoing vector control efforts. Because these mosquitoes are so difficult to control in-
formed, targeted vector control efforts are essential. To this end, we have identified key meteoro-
logical and local environmental conditions associated with Ae. albopictus abundance, developed
spatiotemporal models of Ae. albopictus, and generated spatially explicit forecasts of this risk in
NYC. By overlaying the spatiotemporal ensemble model of Ae. albopictus abundance with po-
tential arbovirus introduction risk as determined by the spatiotemporal distribution of imported
CHIKV cases in 2014, we delineate fine scale spatial differences in local arbovirus transmission
risk in NYC that may be used to guide vector control and public health educational campaigns.
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Figures
Figure 1: Variability in annual Ae. albopictus abundance across 52 permanent trap locations in New
York City 2006-2016. These are box and whisker plots where the box delimits the interquartile
range, the whiskers extend 1.5 times the interquartile range, and the dots are outliers
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Supplemental Material: Environmental and Meteorological Conditions
Temperature and precipitation are two meteorological conditions that are known to directly impact
Ae. albopictus populations. Temperature can have both direct and indirect influences on adult
and juvenile survival, juvenile development, and adult female biting behaviors (Alto and Juliano,
2001b; Carrington et al., 2013; Costa et al., 2010; Couret et al., 2014; Roiz et al., 2010). Opti-
mal temperatures for Ae. albopictus survival lie between 25 and 30C with mortality under 15C
and over 35C (Waldock et al., 2013), though Ae. albopictus can lay diapausing eggs that survive
subfreezing conditions. Likewise, precipitation is necessary to fill container habitats and main-
tain the water resources necessary for juvenile mosquito development (Alto and Juliano, 2001b;
Bartlett-Healy et al., 2011b; Unlu et al., 2014). The effect of precipitation is complicated by human
activities, particularly watering in residential areas (Becker et al., 2014). It is thought that spring
precipitation directly increases container habitat but that later in the year, container conditions are
decoupled from precipitation due to human watering (Waldock et al., 2013). We also examine spe-
cific humidity: when specific humidity is high temperature and rainfall measures are also high –
conditions that are conducive to mosquito development, dispersal and survival of adult mosquitoes,
and (if present) rapid replication of arboviruses (Hales et al., 2002; Focks et al., 1993).
The meteorological data for NYC indicate that temperatures do not exceed the upper
thresholds of survival (Supporting information Fig 1). Mortality for diapausing eggs is thought
to occur when average January temperatures fall below -2C (Rochlin et al., 2013b) which may
constrain population growth the following breeding season. Between 2006 and 2016 mean Jan-
uary temperatures dropped below -2C in 2009, 2011, 2014, and 2015 – although not at all trap
locations.
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Empirical models from the northeastern US suggest that local environmental conditions,
including land cover, as well as human behaviors, underlie spatial differences in Ae. albopictus
populations. Ae. albopictus populations have been linked to human population density (Farajol-
lahi and Nelder, 2009; Bartlett-Healy et al., 2012; Rochlin et al., 2013a), especially shaded resi-
dential areas (Bartlett-Healy et al., 2012; Barker et al., 2003; Ferwerda, 2009). Residential areas
may provide the highest frequencies of suitable artificial containers (Bartlett-Healy et al., 2012;
Unlu et al., 2014, 2011); however, residential areas with diffuse tree canopy may provide the best
habitat conditions for Ae. albopictus. Trees are the most important contributor of food resources to
developing immatures (Bartlett-Healy et al., 2012; Yee et al., 2012; Yee and Juliano, 2006; Kling
et al., 2007); trees also provide shade that reduces evapotranspiration (resulting in water remaining
in containers longer increasing the likelihood of successful immature development) (Beier et al.,
1983; Bartlett-Healy et al., 2011a); and provide shaded environments for adult resting (Leisnham
and Slaney, 2009). In the Northeastern US, Ae. albopictus populations are further linked to so-
cioeconomic status; with lower socioeconomic neighborhoods experiencing higher Ae. albopictus
infestation linked to higher amounts of disused containers (Ratigan, 1999; LaDeau et al., 2013;
Dowling et al., 2013b).
For many of the environmental parameters, the conditions around the trap locations do
not represent the full range of conditions found in NYC (Supporting information Fig 2). This is
especially true for bare surfaces, roads, diversity, water, and vacant lots and may have implications
for predicting annual Ae. albopictus in areas with environmental conditions not represented by the
trap locations.
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Figure 1: Variability of meteorological conditions across 11 years of observations (2006-2016)
across all trap locations in NYC.
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Figure 2: Variability of each environmental parameter across trap locations. The red boxes indicate
full extent of variability of environmental parameters across full domain of NYC.
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Supplemental Material: Figures
Figure 1: Full model (all years) predictions and observations (left panel) compared to temporal
cross validation predictions and observations (right panel).
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Figure 2: Ensemble Spatiotemporal model predictions of Ae. albopictus for 2016.(Data sources:
Entomological and Epidemiological data from the NYC DOHMH; meteorological data from NL-
DAS; environmental data from 3 foot landcover dataset (University of Vermont Spatial Analysis
Laboratory and NYC Urban Field Station) and PLUTO; and the underlying geographic boundaries
from 2014 TIGER/Line Shapefiles prepared by the U.S. Census Bureau)
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
Arboviral outbreaks in temperate latitudes are of increasing concern (Rezza et al., 2007; Weaver,
2013; Leisnham and Juliano, 2012). The tiger mosquito, Ae. albopictus, and the northern house
mosquito, Cx. pipiens, are the two most important temperate region mosquito vectors (Becker
et al., 2003). WNV, primarily transmitted to humans by Cx. pipiens, is the leading arbovirus in
the US (Lindsey et al., 2015) with 43,937 cases and 1,911 deaths confirmed between 1999 and
2015 (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2017). WNV is locally acquired, but imported
arbovirus cases in the US are on the rise as well. In temperate areas, Ae. albopictus is the only
endemic vector of DENV, YFV, CHIKV, and ZIKV.
Blood titers from imported human cases have documented levels sufficient to infect en-
demic mosquito vectors (Farajollahi and Nelder, 2009). Therefore, the introduction of just one
case could trigger a local outbreak (Rezza et al., 2007), especially if vector densities are high
(Ruiz-Moreno et al., 2012; Manore et al., 2017). In the northeastern US, because human popula-
tion density and susceptibility are high and the population is unfamiliar with protective behaviors,
arboviruses could spread quickly (Juliano and Lounibos, 2005).
Surveillance data of Ae. albopictus in Baltimore, MD and New York, NY reveal widespread
Ae. albopictus infestation in northeastern US cities. In Baltimore, we found nearly 60% of all
water-holding containers infested with juvenile Ae. albopictus regardless of SES during 2013-
2015. In New York, >96% of the 52 permanent trap locations caught adult Ae. albopictus during
the mosquito breeding season between 2006 and 2016.
Temperate outbreaks tend to be mild due to the seasonality of mosquito populations,
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sanitation services and piped water, infrastructural barriers, and surveillance and vector control
(Hahn et al., 2016; Moreno-Madrin˜a´n and Turell, 2017). However, the risk of temperate outbreaks
may be increasing in pace with mosquito populations and human mobility.
A review of vector control and surveillance highlights the importance of community in-
volved source reduction. Although not exactly the same, both Ae. albopictus and Cx. pipiens are
able to use a wide variety of aquatic habitats for development and have a rapid lifecycle requir-
ing weekly maintenance which is onerous and difficult to sustain (Meason and Paterson, 2014).
Continued underfunding of vector surveillance and control further underscores the importance of
incorporating predictive models into IMM protocols to inform communities at heightened risk.
The chapters of this dissertation describe empirical models to spatiotemporally predict mosquito
abundance and/or disease transmission risk.
In Chapter 2, we investigated climatic factors that influence WNV infection in Culex
mosquitoes. WNV outbreaks are sporadic in nature, and the integration of predictive models into
IMM will provide another layer of guidance to vector control officers. To this end, we devel-
oped an ensemble model using meteorological and hydrological variables to predict WNV IR in
Culex mosquitoes. We found that early season meteorological conditions (warm, dry early springs)
largely determine WNV infection rates.
In Chapter 3 we explored linkages and interactions of socio-ecological processes of
mosquito production. Specifically, we assessed the importance of infrastructural degradation,
vegetation, and the interacting influence of precipitation on Ae. albopictus presence. We found
that infrastructural degradation and vegetation are associated with Ae. albopictus infestation and
demonstrated a mediating effect of infrastructural degradation on the influences of precipitation
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and vegetation. These interactive effects are important determinants of mosquito exposure risk and
the localized nature of arboviral outbreaks across heterogeneous urban environments.
In Chapter 4 we built a predictive model based on Ae. albopictus surveillance from
NYC. We used meteorological and environmental variables to assess spatiotemporal differences
in Ae. albopictus abundance. We found that land use explained most of the spatial variability of
Ae. albopictus abundance, but the inclusion of meteorological variables improved spatiotemporal
predictions. Overlaying imported 2014 CHIKV cases and Ae. albopictus abundance, we assessed
the risk of local disease transmission. Imported CHIKV cases and Ae. albopictus abundance are
synchronized temporally but not spatially. Nevertheless, there are areas of many imported CHIKV
cases and high Ae. albopictus abundance which should be used to inform targeted vector control
efforts to limit Ae. albopictus-borne diseases. We recognize that the spatial distribution of imported
CHIKV cases may be different from that of other imported arboviruses and thus the findings may
be CHIKV-specific. However, this methodology could easily be applied to other emergent arbovi-
ral disease threats.
Climatic and Environmental Effects
Many factors contribute to arbovirus transmission. Climatic variables impact mosquito populations
and the pathogens themselves. Further, local environmental conditions influence the variability
and heterogeneity of suitable mosquito habitats across fine spatial scales. Chapters 2, 3 and 4
link climatic variables to mosquito vectors and infection rates in the northeastern US; additionally,
Chapters 3 and 4 link environmental conditions to vector and infection; and the interactive effects
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between climatic and environmental variables are explicitly explored in Chapter 3.
Climatic Effects
The relationships between climate variables and MBDs are not strictly linear and are compli-
cated by human behaviors. Precipitation and/or human activities (e.g. watering) provide water
for developing mosquitoes that differentially influence mosquito abundance depending upon habi-
tat. Increasing temperatures increase the number of disease-infected mosquitoes to a point, after
which conditions are unsuitable. However, cool temperatures lengthen development times, pro-
ducing larger adult mosquitoes that live longer and take larger blood meals – factors that in the
presence of an arbovirus increase the likelihood of transmission. These variable effects of precip-
itation and temperature underscore the complex relationships of climate and vector-borne disease
dynamics.
That said, we were able to identify key meteorological conditions that influence mosquito
populations and infection rates. In Chapter 2 we found warmer, drier early spring conditions
associated with increased WNV infection rates in Culex mosquitoes. In Chapter 4 we also found
early season meteorological conditions to be associated with increased annual abundance of Ae.
albopictus. These associations enable predictions early in the season of operational use for vector
control efforts.
Future modeling efforts should specifically address the influence of winter temperatures
on Culex mosquito infection rates and Ae. albopictus abundance. Further investigation into the in-
teractive effects of precipitation and temperature should be made including the buffering influence
of snowfall on winter temperatures for overwintering mosquitoes. In Chapter 4, we found greater
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differences in Ae. albopictus abundance across space than across time, suggesting that environ-
mental conditions were more important than inter-annual meteorological conditions. This finding
may be a result of small inter-annual variations in meteorological conditions observed in NYC,
which in turn may be due to the scale at which meteorological variables were assessed (monthly
means for temperature and humidity and sums for precipitation). Future analysis should address
this and explore more temporally refined measurements of climatic variables.
Climatic changes in the northeastern US will increase the risk of MBDs. A significant
range expansion of Ae. albopictus into most northeast US cities by the end of the century is fore-
cast (Rochlin et al., 2013b; Benedict et al., 2007; Medley, 2010). To understand the influence of
future climate scenarios and how changes in climate may impact mosquito-borne disease transmis-
sion, we first must understand the influence of the current climate. The interactive effects between
precipitation, abandonment, and vegetation we noted in our analysis in Chapter 3 indicate that pre-
cipitation is not a good predictor of mosquito presence unless we account for mechanisms driven
by human practices at the local level. Therefore, it is critical that research continues to explore the
interlacing impacts of climatic and environmental drivers on MBDs.
Environmental Effects
Domesticated mosquitoes thrive in urban environments. Environmental conditions influence the
distribution, abundance, and even infection rates of mosquito vectors. Vegetation and the quality
of habitat for developing mosquitoes are two key determinants of mosquito distribution and abun-
dance. Environmental conditions vary across a city reflecting underlying socioeconomic and land
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use differences that influence mosquito vectors and arboviral transmission risk. Acknowledging
and addressing the influence that political and social legacies within urban ecological systems have
on current mosquito populations is imperative.
Model-based predictions of MBDs need spatiotemporal precision to assess risk (Ogden
and Lindsay, 2016). Therefore, the addition of environmental conditions to the model framework
developed in Chapter 2 is important. Because WNV is maintained in an enzootic cycle, environ-
mental conditions that concentrate mosquitoes and birds may, in the presence of WNV, lead to
amplification of the virus and, if this occurs in close proximity to humans, lead to human disease
transmission. Residential areas with a high percentage of impervious surfaces may change the
hydrological conditions of an area and lead to water pooling and retention that may promote Culex
mosquito breeding. Remnant wetlands within residential areas may result in high density avian
communities and increased enzootic WNV amplification. Future model descriptions of WNV ac-
tivity may benefit from inclusion of environmental features such as impervious surfaces, wetlands,
agricultural, or varying residential forms (high, medium, and low density).
In Chapter 3 we found that areas with few abandoned buildings and more managed
versus discarded containers are less tightly controlled by precipitation, likely because people in
these areas supplement water and/or manage containers. This engagement of humans with their
environment may promote mosquito populations if people are unaware that watering may increase
mosquito populations. It is therefore critical to educate people on mosquito development and the
importance of source reduction. We also found that regardless of SES, trash containers were more
likely to be infested with Ae. albopictus with the highest infestation rates in low SES blocks. This
finding suggests that Ae. albopictus reduction should be targeted across an SES gradient to be
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most effective. In Chapter 4 we found a link between land use and Ae. albopictus abundance.
In contrast to open spaces where high vegetation demoted Ae. albopictus abundance, vacant lots
with a similar composition of trees, grass, and buildings promoted Ae. albopictus populations. We
suggest that this is a result of how people differentially engage with parks and vacant lots. Unlike
parks in NYC, vacant lots tend to be unmanaged areas comprised of weeds and trash providing
habitat for Ae. albopictus and potentially Cx. pipiens. Thus, vacant lot maintenance may curb
mosquito production. Allocating city funding or mobilizing communities to clean up vacant lots is
therefore an important means of vector control.
Vegetation patterns influence urban mosquito population distribution and abundance by
providing resting habitat and sugar sources for adult mosquitoes as well as detrital food for devel-
oping mosquitoes (Gardner et al., 2013; Bartlett-Healy et al., 2012; Kling et al., 2007; Yee et al.,
2012). The influence of vegetation within urban areas may in part be due to other factors driven
by human engagement. In Chapters 3 and 4, we found that vegetation had a negative effect on
abundance. In Chapter 3 we posit that this may be a consequence of the positive correlation of
vegetation and SES. In high SES neighborhoods there are more trees but these areas tend to be ti-
dier than lower SES neighborhoods. In lower SES neighborhoods with more unmanaged container
habitat, locations with trees had higher Ae. albopictus infestations. In Chapter 4 we found that
open spaces (parks) had fewer Ae. albopictus populations, but again this may be a consequence
of the management of these areas. Future research should delve into understanding the influence
of different types and forms of vegetation communities (especially across an SES gradient) on
mosquito populations.
Unmanaged areas (areas with more abandoned buildings and vegetation in Chapter 3
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and vacant lots in Chapter 4) were at increased risk for Ae. albopictus. In both cases this suggests
that increasing vegetation without removing or limiting discarded container habitat may exacer-
bate mosquito infestations. Urban greening initiatives (e.g. the Million Trees (MTNYC) project of
NYC) aimed at improving equity of tree coverage as well as the ecosystem services that improve
ecological and human health (e.g. reduction of storm water runoff, pollution, and heat) (Locke
et al., 2014; McPhearson et al., 2013) may promote mosquito development habitats (Leisnham and
Slaney, 2009) if they don’t incorporate management into their mandate. A more complete under-
standing of the relationship between vegetation and Ae. albopictus is essential for informing future
greening efforts that aim to reduce environmental health disparities and combat climate change.
The opportunity to incorporate research assessing changes in mosquito populations concomitant
with greening efforts (green infrastructure projects) awaits.
Socioeconomic Status
Impoverished, overcrowded cities have long been associated with epidemics of infectious disease.
Today’s urban slums are afflicted with disproportionate morbidity including diseases transmitted
by mosquitoes. For instance, DENV and ZIKV incidence are both associated with slums (Kikuti
et al., 2015; Freitas et al., 2010; Snyder et al., 2017; de Arau´jo et al., 2016). Areas of endemic
poverty within northeastern US cities are footholds for pestiferous mosquito populations (Hotez
et al., 2014). While these areas will continue to support mosquito-borne disease transmission, high
income areas can also provide conditions suitable for mosquito infestation and disease transmis-
sion. (Reisen et al., 2008b) noted that a downturn in the housing market and increase in adjustable
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rate mortgages resulted in a dramatic increase in home foreclosures, abandoned homes and swim-
ming pools that expanded mosquito habitat across the urban landscape.
Given the relationships found in this research between SES, land use and Ae. albopictus
infestation, we must ask if all areas are equally represented by surveillance and control efforts. For
instance, parkland distribution in NYC is inequitable with lower SES areas having less (McDonnell
et al., 2011), but we found the majority (70% (n=37)) of mosquito traps in parks suggesting that
there may indeed be less surveillance in lower SES neighborhoods. Furthermore, low SES neigh-
borhoods may be at increased risk for local disease transmission. For instance, in NYC, immigrant
populations (36% of residents are foreign born, (Monger and Yankay, 2011; Bloomberg, 2013))
tend to settle in lower SES neighborhoods (Lobo and Salvo, 2004). Recent immigrants may have
more contact with areas of epidemic arboviral transmission and represent a substantial portion of
imported cases. Low SES neighborhoods may have reduced infrastructural barriers to mosquitoes
such as access to air conditioning (Klein Rosenthal et al., 2014) leading to increased vector-host
contact in these localities. Taken together low SES neighborhoods may be at increased risk for lo-
cal transmission. A critical evaluation of the equitability of surveillance and control efforts across
cities is therefore necessary.
Methods
To develop robust predictive models, long time series of empirical data are crucial, and prediction
accuracy must be assessed using out-of-sample data (Reisen, 2010). The analyses in Chapters
2 and 4 were based on long-term surveillance data and model predictions were made for out-of-
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sample data. Chapter 2 also used out-of-sample data to make forecasts in real time and future work
should continue to build on this practice with continued prospective forecasting. To the best of our
knowledge, Chapter 4 represents the first fine-scale prediction effort of Ae. albopictus abundance
that includes validation based not just on LOOTCV but also out-of-sample data. These studies
are a start. The complex eco-epidemiology of MBDs complicates prediction efforts. Long-term
surveillance efforts must remain a critical component of IMM to guide interventions and allow for
the formulation of more accurate predictive models.
In Chapter 2 we found a wide range of predicted WNV infection rates between models
indicating the need for a formal probabilistic interpretation across predictions. We used ensemble
model inference to develop ensemble predictions across 16 models. Again, in Chapter 4 we used a
suite of models (n=11) to make predictions due to the equivalent fit across this subset of models. In
both cases, ensemble model prediction confidence intervals are large compared to the single best
fitting model, but we believe that this accurately reflects uncertainty across the set of predictions.
Despite the uncertainty of the model-averaged estimates, these predictions exhibit high sensitivity
and specificity.
Future Studies: Basic Biology and Mathematical Models
The motivation behind the research presented in this dissertation was based on the need for empirically-
based predictive models, specific to the local mosquito-borne disease dynamics operating in the
northeastern US, which could be applied at fine spatiotemporal scales and use out-of-sample data
to make predictions. Research presented here opens up new avenues for discussion and indicates
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future studies designed to address additional research questions.
For instance, there are still areas of basic biology that require investigation including
mosquito longevity and host preference. If these factors vary across different socio-ecological con-
texts they will inform where biting pressure and disease transmission risk to humans is greatest.
Additional areas of investigation include: influences on overwintering survival; trap improvements
for better surveillance and control; genetic diversity to assess population expansions and adapta-
tion; and molecular biology of new species and new viral strains and how these interact.
In Chapter 3, we found that knowing larval or pupal infestation on a given block in a
given year is predictive of adult abundance at that same spatiotemporal scale. As adult biting is
the most direct threat to humans (through nuisance biting and disease transmission), this finding
warrants incorporating the predictive variables uncovered in this empirical statistical modeling for-
mulation into a hierarchical model that aims to explicitly model adult Ae. albopictus population
dynamics. Based on the fine-scale interactive effects detected and explored in Chapter 3, future
research on Ae. albopictus populations in NYC should investigate the interactive effects of me-
teorological conditions (esp. precipitation) with land use classifications to further examine the
influence of sociological processes. We could incorporate data from Baltimore and NYC, and in-
deed other regional surveillance data, to assess model performance and how the influence of these
abiotic and biotic factors may change upon inclusion of suburban and rural areas. Additional stud-
ies might also use the important relationships uncovered in Chapters 3 and 4 to build mathematical
population model(s) of Ae. albopictus in Baltimore, NYC, or more generally, northeastern US
cities.
Statistical models identify relationships but do not explicitly represent the mechanisms
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underscoring the specific processes. In contrast, mechanistic (or mathematical) models build
from ecological processes to explain mechanisms of mosquito abundance and disease risk. For
MBDs, these models can predict growth or decline of mosquito vectors, pinpoint biological mecha-
nisms underpinning that growth or decline, describe mosquito-borne disease dynamics, and inform
mosquito control interventions (Juliano, 2007; Tran et al., 2013).
Process models have been developed to model population dynamics of Ae. albopictus
(Tran et al., 2013; Erickson et al., 2010; Erguler et al., 2016) as well as to model transmission
dynamics (Manore et al., 2014; Moulay et al., 2011; Poletti et al., 2011; Ruiz-Moreno et al., 2012;
Guzzetta et al., 2016; Manore et al., 2017). Mathematical model parameterization of population or
infectious disease dynamics should be drawn from observations of local systems (Waldock et al.,
2013; Mogi et al., 2012; Medley, 2010). Heretofore, efforts to model Ae. albopictus and disease
dynamics in temperate areas are limited (Ruiz-Moreno et al., 2012; Tran et al., 2013; Poletti et al.,
2011; Guzzetta et al., 2016), driven by coarse environmental data (e.g. (Ruiz-Moreno et al., 2012))
or simplistic parameterization (all except (Tran et al., 2013) driven only by temperature). These
shortcomings are common failures of process models describing mosquito-borne disease dynamics
(Erickson et al., 2012; LaDeau et al., 2011). There are mathematical models on Ae. albopictus
population dynamics that assess prediction accuracy using empirical data (Erguler et al., 2016;
Erickson et al., 2010; Jia et al., 2016; Tran et al., 2013). Additionally, there are mathematical
models that vary parameter estimates to assess hypothetical scenarios on arboviral transmission
(Manore et al., 2014, 2017; Ndeffo-Mbah et al., 2016). However, these models are large in scale
and differences within urban environments, important for determining focal risk, are masked.
There are few mathematical models representing Cx. pipiens population dynamics (Gong
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et al., 2011; Morin and Comrie, 2010; Pawelek et al., 2014; Loncˇaric´ and Hackenberger, 2013;
Marini et al., 2016; Valdez et al., 2017) or seasonal WNV outbreaks (DeFelice et al., 2017), es-
pecially when compared to those developed for Ae. albopictus. Again a small subset of these
developed models simulating Culex mosquito populations use precipitation in addition to temper-
ature (Valdez et al., 2017; Gong et al., 2011).
The influence of abiotic factors shown in Chapter 2 on WNV transmission dynamics can
be used to support improved model parameterization. The influence of metrics of environmen-
tal heterogeneity and their underlying socio-ecological determinants shown in Chapters 3 and 4
support their inclusion for spatially nuanced predictions. There is thus a need to develop a mech-
anistic model driven by empirical data on important, locally observed climatic and environmental
processes at finer spatial scales.
Concluding Remarks
The risk of vector and arboviral introduction is anticipated to increase (Sakai et al., 2001). With
urban populations expected to continue to swell for the foreseeable future (United Nations Depart-
ment of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division, 2014) and associated infrastructural
strains, crowded and impoverished urban areas in developing countries will provide settings for ar-
boviruses to emerge. The ease of global travel and trade will likely continue to accelerate (Tatem,
2014), and with it the global movement of hosts, vectors, and arboviruses (often transported via
human hosts). Temperate outbreaks and epidemics are thus likely to rise in frequency if not sever-
ity. The emergence and rapid spread of WNV across the US is evidence that even in a country with
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high living standards and surveillance and control systems in place, a mosquito invasion followed
by arbovirus introduction can have serious public health ramifications.
WNV and CHIKV emergence support a pattern of arboviral adaptation to domesticated
mosquitoes. Underlying WNV emergence in the US are the close association of Cx. pipiens to
humans, the hybridization of Cx. pipiens subspecies, and the adaptation of WNV to Cx. pipiens
upon introduction (Davis et al., 2005). Closely mirroring these conditions are the association
of Ae. albopictus to humans, multiple genetic lineages, and recent adaptation of CHIKV to Ae.
albopictus (Tsetsarkin et al., 2011). The pattern of arboviral adaptation to domesticated vectors
suggest future pairings that may increase mosquito-borne transmission rates or lead to transmission
in new geographical areas with highly susceptible human populations. Thus, reducing critical
habitat for mosquitoes in the northeastern US is essential to reduce nuisance biting as well as
disease transmission risk for present and future arboviruses.
The specificity of vaccines and other novel control approaches limit their effectiveness.
Environmental source reduction, although not the same for different mosquitoes, may provide the
greatest reduction of MBDs especially if sustained community involvement is achieved. Because
mosquito-borne disease risk is sporadic, sustaining mosquito surveillance and control, particularly
control in collaboration with communities, is difficult. Community-based education campaigns
to muster support for source reduction and prevention behaviors are effective but expensive (Fon-
seca et al., 2013; Bartlett-Healy et al., 2011a). Consequently, these efforts must be targeted to
communities at greatest risk.
The development of predictive models that inform surveillance and control efforts, as
presented here, can increase the efficiency of these targeted interventions (Faraji and Unlu, 2016).
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Improved understanding of the ecology and epidemiology of mosquito-borne disease systems in
turn enable parameterization of robust predictive modeling frameworks. Findings from this disser-
tation indicate that fine spatial scale modeling of mosquito habitat within urban areas is necessary
to accurately determine the distribution of mosquito habitat essential for targeted vector control.
Interactive effects determine spatial differences in time that may underlie the localized nature of
outbreaks and provide motivation for further study. By acknowledging and describing driving fac-
tors of this spatiotemporal heterogeneity we can achieve more effective and specific mosquito and
mosquito-borne disease control. Used correctly, predictive modeling could maximize valuable re-
sources and pinpoint when and where risk of transmission is greatest.
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